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[+r r] SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION

inductive, nonconjunctiveness presents itself as an inevitable aspect of it, and

thus as one of the fundamental characteristics that set I-S explanation apart
from its deductive counterparts.

4. THE CONCEPTS OF COVERING-LAW EXPLANATION AS

EXPLICATORY MODELS

4.1 GrNEnar Cnanacrrn aNu INrrnr oF THE MooErs. 'We have by now dis-
tingtrished three basic types of scientific explanative: deductive-nomological,
inductive-statistical, and deductive-statistical. The first ofthese is often referred
to as the covering-law model or the deductive model of explanation, but since

the other two types also involve reference to covering 1aws, and since one of
them is deductive as well, we will call the first more specifically the deductiue-

nomological model; anaToqously, we will speak of the others as the inductiue-

statistical and the deductiue statistical modek of'explanation.

As is made clear by our earlier discussions, these models are not meant to de-
scribe how working scientists actually formulate their explanatory accounts.

Their purpose is rather to indicate in reasonably precise terms rhe logical
structure and the rationale of various ways in which empirical science answers

explanation-seeking why-questions. The construction of our models therefore
involves some measure of abstraction and of logical schematization.

In these respects, our concepts of explanation resemble the concept, or
concepts, of mathematical proof (rvithin a given mathematical theory) as

construed in metamathematics. Let us note the principal points of resem-

blance.

In either case, the models seek to explicate the use and function of certain
"explicandum" ,a.rr.r-'proof'and its cognates in one case, 'explanation' and

its cognates in the other. However, the models are selective; they are not meant
to illuminate all the different customary uses of the terms in question, but only
certain special ones. Thus, metamathematical proof theory is concerned only
with the notion of proof in mathematics. To put the theory forward is not to
deny that there are other contexts in which we speak of proofs and proving,
nor is it to assert that the metamathematical concepts are relevant to those
contexts.

Similarly, to put forward the covering-law models of scientific explanation
is not to deny that there are other contexts in which we speak of explanation,
nor.is it to assert that the corresponding uses of the word 'explain' conform to
one or another of our models. Obviously, those models are not intended to
refect the various senses of 'explain' that are involved when we speak of
explaining the rules of a contest, explaining the meaning of a cuneiform in-
scription or of a cornplex legal clause or of a passage in a symbolist poem,
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explaining how to bake Sacher torte or how to repair a radio. Explicating the

concept of scientific explanation is not the same thing as writing an entry on
the word 'explain' for the Oxford English Dictionary. Hence to deplore, as one

critic does, the "hopelessness" of the deductive-nomological model on the

ground that it does not fit the case of explaining or understanding the rules

of Hanoverian successionl is simply to miss the intent of the model. And it is

the height of irrelevance to point out that the deductive-nomological model
presupposes that explanations are formulated in a ."descriptive language,"
whereas "there are clearly cases where we can explain without language, e.g.,

when we explain to the mechanic in a Yugoslav garage what has gone wrong
with the car.'n2 This is like objecting to a metamathematical definition of proof
on the ground that it does not fit the use of the word 'proof in'the proof of the

pudding is in the eating', nor in '86 proof Scotch'. 'Wordless gesticuladon
intended to indicate to a Yugoslav mechanic what is wrong with the car indeed
does not qualify as scientific explanation according to any of our models; but
that is as it should be, for a construal of scientific explanation that did admit
this case would thereby show itself to be seriously inadequate.

In support of the idea that all these different uses of the word 'explain'

should be encompassed by an adequate analysis of explanation, Scriven has

argued that they all have the same "logical function," about which he remarks:
"the request for an explanation presupposes thet something is understood, and a
complete answer is one that relates the object of inquiry to the realm of under-
standing in some comprehensible and appropriate way. What this way is

varies from subject matter to subject matter. . . ; but the logical function of
explanation. . . is the same in each {ield."3 But while the opening remark of
this passage may well apply to many different kinds of explanation, neither
it nor the rest of Scriven's remarks on the subject concern what could properly
be called a logical aspect of explanation. Indeed, such expressions as 'realm of
understanding' and 'comprehensible' do not belong to the vocabulary of
logic, for they reGr to the psychological or pragmaric aspects of explanation.
'We will consider these aspects in the next secrion and will see that when
construed as observations about the pragmatics rather than the logic of expla-
nation, characterizations such as Scriven's are quite relevant.

But the different ways of explaining contemplated by Scriven certainly
cannot be said to have the same logical function. For, first, even the linguistic

1. Scriven (1959), p. a52.

2. Scriven (1962), p. 792.'fhat such objections are irrelevant has been stressed also by
Brodbeck (1962), p.240. Some perceptive and stimulating comments on this issue and on
other aspects of "the quarrel about historical explanation" wili be found in 'Weingartner's

article (1961).

3. Scriven (1962), p.202, Italics the author's.
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means which serve toindicate-the subje* matter of different kinds of explan_ation are of different logical .h....t.i. For exampre, when an expranation isto indicate the "meaning" of a.riterary passage, a symbol, awork of art, andthe like' the expranandum wi, u. rp..ialaiy *.*, "i ^",rr"-enrase (,theampersand sign', 'the first sentence of G.n.rir1, .,1r. ,*rrrit 
"1','"*h...r, .*_planations of the kind we have been considering 

"r" .or...ri.d with facts,occurrences, events, uniformities-any one of which i, prop.rrf .haracterized,by means of a sentence (whr.cl 
"pp.r., as the explanandum_senrence in ourschemata)' Secondry, the probrem if specifying ;,il;r;i"rrr",,r statingthe "causes" of an occurrence or p.rhrp, the reasons for which an action wasdone surely are of different rogicaich 

^ricter;and the "d.q;;-;ith. ,orurio*proposed in each casernust bejudged by quite different criteria. The differencesbetween the tasks to b.,11o-pti.1r.a uyit.se and other kinds of expranarionlie' in fact, precisely in difference, u.r*J.o ,t e logical structure of the corres-ponding kinds of explanation.
From the seiectiveness of explicato-ry moders of proof and of explanationlet us now turn to another .orr-o, f."tr... Metamathematical proof theoryis not intended to give a descriptive account 

"f 
h;;;;;;;;;.;rl', fo.*ur"r.their proofs- Indeed the formilatio.r, th.t *rthematicians actualry offer wilusualry depart to some exrenr from ,rr", .ru.J-a;;;fiJ 

"rd, ", itwere, "ideal" meramathematicar standards. yet those ,,*ai.a, may be saidto exhibit the logicar srructure and the rationare of mathematicar demonstration

ilffi:::;.,de 
criteria for the critical appraisal ofp"rti.ut.. pr"in ,rr", *igt ,

A proposed proof may then be found to depart from a given theoreticalstandard only in inessentiar ways; for example, by omitting .?.irr.r, cerrainintermediate sreps in the argument; or by i"iring'ro *.rriir, ..rrr* premises,which are taken to b" understood, and *ti.h."r, be specified explicitly if theneed should arise' In such cases, 
-we 

might say that the pr:,ooi-ir- atipriraty
formulated' on the other hand, th. rhort.oriirrg, *"y be cruciar, as in the variousproofs of the postulate of the paralels oo th'. b"ri, of t]r.orilrl*rut"r., orEuclidean geometry.

-,^^':^1u""on 
to providing standards for critical appraisal, the consrrucrion ofngorous concepts of mathematical proof ha, p..*rit.d th. d.vdofmenr of apowerful theory which has yierded far-reaching and often quite unexpectedresulrs corrcerning provability, decidabirity, anj d.firrrbitiryin irJ,lr.*"ri.rtsystems of specified kinds.

Analytic models of scientific expranation, I thinl, can serye similar purposes,if on a much more modest ,."r..'A, r., ,rr. possibirity of generar systematicdevelopments, we might mendon, A, ."-"Jpb, ,lr.'..ri*'lr,riirfr.a U,
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Ramsey and by Craiga concerning the role and the possible dispensabfiry, in

the context of scientific explanation, of principles ostensibly referring to

unobservable "theoretical" entities. These results, and whatever insight they

convey into the logic of scientific procedure, could be achieved only by refer-

ence to a precisely formulated, and to some extent schematic, conception of
scienti{ic explanation.

4.2 Vanrnurs or ExpraNAToRy INcouprnrrNnss

4.2.1 Elliptk Formulation. Like a proposecl mathematical proof a proposed

explanation may be elliptically formulated. When we explain, for example,

that a lump of butter melted because it was put into a hot frying pan, or that

a small rainbow appeared in the spray of a lawn sprinkler because sunlight

was refected and refracted in the water droplets, we may be said to be offering

elliptic versions of D-N explanations. Accounts of this kind forego mention of
certain laws or particlllar facts that are tacrtly taken for granted, and whose

explicit inclusion in the explanans would yield a complete D-N argument.

An elliptically formulated explanation may be said to be incomplete, but in a

rather harmless sense.

4.2.2 Partial Explanation. Often, however, explanatory accounts exhibit a

more serious kind of incompletetress. Here, the statements actually included in
the explanans, even when supplemented by those which may reasonably be

assumed to have been tacitiy taken for granted in the given context, account

for the specified explanandum only partially, in a sense I will try to indicate by

an illustration.
In his Psychopathology of Eueryday Life, Freod offers this description and

explanation of a slip of the pen:

On a sheet of paper containing principally short daily notes of business interest,

I found, to my surprise, the incorrect date "Thursday, October 20th," bracketed

under the correct date of the month of September. It was not difiicult to exphin
this anticipation as the expression ofa wish. A few days before, I had returned fresh

from my vacation and Glt ready for any amount of professional work, but as

yet, there were few patients. On my arrival, I had found a lefter from a parient

announcing her arrival on the twentieth of October. As I wrote the same date in
September, I may certai:rly have thought, "X ought to be here already; what a

pity about that whole month l" and with this thought, I pushed the current date

a month ahead.5

Clearly, this formulation of the intended explanation is elliptical in the

4. See Ramsey (1931), pp. 272-75, 231; and Craig (1956). Cf. also the dismssion of these

results in Hempel (1958), section 9.

5. Freud (1951), p. 64.
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sense considered a moment ago; for it does not mention any laws or theoretical

principles in virtue of which the subconscious wish, and the other particular

circumstances referred to, could be held to explain the slip in question. However,

the theoretical ideas that Freud ProPoses for the interpretation of such lapses

strongly suggest that his explanation is governed by a general hypothesis to the

.ffe.ithat when a person has a strong, though perhaps subconscious,wish,then

if he commits a slip of pen, rongue, or memory, the slip will take a form in

which it expresses, and perhaps symbolically fulfills, that wish.

Even this vague statement is no doubt more de{inite than what Freud would

have been willing to assert; and perhaps, despite Freud's deterministic leanings,

it would be more appropriate to conceive of the key hypothesis as being of
statistical form, and to regard the proposed explanation as probabilistic. But

for the sake of the argument, let us take the hypothesis as stated and incorporate

it into the explanans, together with particular statements to the effect that

Freud did have the subconscious wish he mentions, and that in fact he was

going to commir a siip of the pen. Even then, the resulting explanans enables

us to infer only that the slip would take sorue form. or other that would express,

and perhaps symbolically fulfill, Freud's subconscious wish; but the explanans

do., oot imply that the slip would take the speci{ic form of writing "Thursday,

october 20," onthe calendar, next to the corresponding date for September.

But inasmuch as the class, say F, of slips taking this latter form is a Proper

subclass of rhe class, say W, of those slips of the pen which in some way exPress

and perhaps symbolically fulfill the speci{ied wish, we might say that the ex-

pl"o"rdo- as described by Fretid-i.e., that he made a slip falling into the class

i-is .xplrined at least in part by this account, which places the slip into the

wider class W. Argunents of this kind might be called partial explartations.

Many of the explanatory accollnts offered in the literature of psychoanalysiso

and of historiography 
^re 

at most Partial explanations in this sense: the ex-

planans does not account for the explanandum-phenomenon in the_ speci{icity

ii,h *hi.h it is characterrzed by the explanandum-sentence, and thus, the

explanatory force of the argument is less than what it claims or appears to be.

I think it is important and illuminating to distinguish such partial expla-

nations, ho*"-r.. *idply they may be offered and accepted, and however fruitful

and suggestive they may prove, from what might be cal7ed deductiuely complete

,*plonitionr, i.e., those in which the explanandum as stated is logically implied

by th" explanans; for the latter do, whereas the former do not, account for the

.*piro"rrJo- phenomenon in the specificity with which the explanandum

6. This holds true, I think, for the many, often highly suggestive, explanatory analyses

inciuded in Freud's Psychopathology of Euetyday Life.

SCIENTIFIC XXPLANATION
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sentence describes it.? An explanation that conforms to the D-N model is,

therefore, automatically complete in this sense; and a partial explanation as we

have characterized rt always falls short of being a D-N explanation.

In a statistical explanation, the explanans does not logically imply the ex-

planandum. Are we then to qtralify all such explanations as incompletel Dray
raises this question when he asks whether "an event canbecompletely explatned

(although perhaps in a different sense) without subsuming it under a universal

law licensing its deduction, and consequently without showing that it had to
happen."8 The answer that statistical explanations are deductively incomplete

would be an uninteresting truism. As is suggested by Dray's clause "although

perhaps in a different sense", we are, rather, faced with the question whether

the notion of explanatory cornpleteness, which so far has been defined only

in reference to proposed D-N explanations, rnight reasonably be broadened

so as to become applicable also within the domain of probabilistic explanation.

It seems inadvisable to construct an extended concept of explanatory comPlete-

ness in such a way as to qualify all statistical explanations as incomplete. For

this qualification carries with it connotations of a deficiency, and surely, we
cannot regard statistical explanations simply as unsuccessful D-N explanations:

they constitute an important type of explanation in their own right. To be sure,

the early explanatory uses of statistical laws and theories, for example in
nineteenth century physics, were often propounded in the belief that the micro-
phenomena involved in the physical processes under study were all subject to

strictly universal laws, and that the use of statistical hypotheses and theories

was made necessary only by limitations in our ability individtrally to measure

all those micro-phenomena, and then to perform the vast and complex com-

putations that would be required to account for a given physical phenomenon

in full microscopic detail. But this idea has gradually been abandoned: in certain

7. A partial explanation may evidently be more or less weak, depending on how much

rnore extensive is the class within which the explanans places the given case ( I4z in our iiius-
tration) as compared with the class to which the explanandum-sentence assigns it (F in our
case). Furthermore, while some partial explanations are no doubt illuminaring and suggest

further research that rnight lead to a fuller explanatory account, there are other arguments

that completely lack such merit even though they bear a formal resemblance to our illus-
tration, and might for that reason be qualified as partial explanations. Suppose, for example,

that b is F and also C, and that we have a D-N explanation of 6 being F. Then (save for
certain trivial exceptions) the explanans of the latter will automatically afford a basis for a

partial explanation of b being G ; for it implies that b is F and hence that b is F or G : and the

class characterized by'F or G' contains G as a proper subclass. But I am not concerned here

to explore the conditions under which partial explanations may prove fruitful; I simply
wish to call attention to the fact that many explanatory accounts offered in the literature
of empirical science have the formal characteristics of partial explanations, and that, as a

consequence, they overstate the extent to which they explain a given phenomenon.

8. Dray (1963), p. 119.
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areas of physics, such as quantum theory, laws of statistical form have come to

be accepted as basic laws of nature. And whatever the future of scienti{ic theo-

rizing may hold in store, this development clearly reflects the realization that
logically, statistical explanation is quite independent of the assumption of strictly
universal laws and thus constitutes a mode of explanatior, sui generis. A11 this

strongly slrggests that under a reasonable extension of the idea of explanatory

completeness, any explanation conforming to oLrr statistical model should

qualify as formally complete, for it assigns to the explanandum event described

by the explanandum statement (or, more properly, to the explanandum state-

ment itself) the logical probability called for by the logical relation between

the explanans and explanandum statements. In this respect, such a statistical

explanation is analogous to one which conforms to the D-N model, and which
thus correctly claims that the explanandum is implied by the explanans (and

hence has the logical probability 1 relative to the latter). In the light of this

analogy, a propose-d statistical explanation should be qualified as partial if the

explanans confers the specified probability, not upon the explanandum sentence

actually stated, but upon a weaker one related to it in the manner illusrated by
our example from Freud. The idea may be illustrated very schematically by
reference to that same example. Suppose that the general law we tentatively
formulated as the presumptive basis of Freud's explanation were construed

instead as a statistical law to the effect that in the presence of a strong though
perhaps subconscions wish, the statistical probability is high that if a slip of the

pen is committed it will take a form which expresses and perhaps symbolically
satisfies that wish. Then Freud's account-now construed as claiming that the

explanatory information adduced confers a high logical probability upon the

explanandum statement-would cotrnt as a partial statistical explanation;

for the explanans confers a high probability, not upon the statement that the

particular shp Gll within the class F defined earlier, but upon the weaker state-

ment that the slip belonged to the class trZ.

4.2.3 Explanatory Incompleteness us. Ouerdetermination. The considerations just
presented are relevant also to the problem illtistrated by the following example: e

Suppose that rod r, made of copper (C r), is simultaneously subjected to heating

(Hr) and to longitudinal stress (S r), and that, in the process, the rod lengthens

(Lr). Then it is possible to formulate two different arguments, each of which

9. I arn much indebted to my collegue at Princeton, Professor Arthur Mendel, of the

Department of Music, who put to me some searching questions which made me aware of
the problem here considered. In his paper (1962) Mendel takes as his point of departure

a concrete problem in the history of music and by reference to it develops some illuminating
general ideas concerning, among other things, the significance of the covering-law models

for the explanatory objectives of the historian.
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constitutes, by the standards we have suggested, a D-N explanation of why
the rod lengthened. One of them will be based on the law that copper rods

lengthen when heated; the other, on the law that coPper rods lengthen when

stressed. Schematically :

(") [(cx.Hx)=rx]
Cr Hr

k) t(crsr) =LxlCrSr

It might be objected that-even granting the truth of all the premises-both
accounts are unacceptable since they are "incomplete": each neglects one of
the two factors that contributed to the lengthening. In appraising the force of
this objection it is again important to be clear aboutjust what is to be explained.

If, as in our example, this is simply the fact that Lr, i.e., that r lengthened, or
that there was some increase in the length of r, then, I thinli, either of the two
arguments conclusively does that, and the charge of incompleteness is ground-
less. But if we wish to account for the fact that the length of the rod increased

by so and so much, then clearly neither of the two arguments will do; for we

would have to take into account both the temperature increase and the stress,

and we would need quantitative laws governing their joint effect on the length
of a copper rod. Such common locutions as 'explaining the increase in the

length of a metal rod'have to be handled with care: they are ambiguous in
that they refer to at least the two quite different tasks here distinguished.

Adopting a term that is often used in psychoanalytic theorizing, we might
say that an event is ouerdetermined if two or more alternative explanations with
nonequivalent explanans-sets are available for it. Thus, the occurrence of some

lengthening in the copper rod r constitutes a case of explanatory ouerdetermhr

ation in virtue of the availabiliry of the alternative explanations mentioned

above. In this example, the alternative explanations invoke different laws (and

consequently some different statements concerning Particular facts). In another,

perhaps less interesting, kind of situation which under our definition would
likewise qualify as explanatory overdetermination, the alternative explanations

rest on the same laws, but adduce different particular circumstancesro. For

example, the state of a deterministic physical system at time , can be explained,

with the help of the relevant laws, by specifying the state of the system at any

earlier time; potentially this permits infinitely many alternative explanations

no two of which have logcially equivalent explanans-sets.

A problem that bears a certain resemblance to the one just considered has

10. On this point, rJ the remarks in Braithwaite (1953), p.320.

LrLr
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been raised by Scriven, who illustrates it by the following example: In order
to explain how a certain bridge came to be destroyed in wartime, "we could
appeal to the law 'whenever an atom bomb is released accurately above a
bridge and explodes with full force, the bridge is destroyed', plus the appro-
priate antecedent conditions." But it may also "be the case that whenever
1000 kilograms of dynamite are detonated on the main span of such a bridge
it will be destroyed, and that the underground movement has applied just this
treatment to this bridge with the attendant destruction occurring between rhe
release and the arrival of the atomic bomb." Scriven holds that this invalidates
the bomb explanation, "which cannot account for other Gatures of the event,
in this case the time of the destruction." He concludes that in order to rule out
such explanations we must impose the requirement of total evidence, even on
D-N explanations, in a more specific form which requires "that an explanation
be acceptable for a phenomenon only so long as no facts are known about the
circumstances surrounding the occurrence of the phenomenon which the
explanation cannot accommodate."ll

But surely the bomb explanation in Scriven's example is unacceptable
because its explanans requires the assumption that when the pressure wave of
the bomb reached the place in question, there was a bridge there that could be
destroyed-an assumption that is fa1se, since at that time the span had already
been wrecked by dynamite. Hence, the contemplated bomb explanation is

false in the sense specified in section 2, and no additional requirement is needed
to disqualify it or other accounts of this kind.

Besides being unnecessary, the specific requirement Scriven suggests in
order ro rule out the bomb explanation and its likes is, I think, vastly too srrong
to be tenable. For neither in scientific research nor inour practicalpursuitsdo we
require of an acceptable explanation that it accomodate everything we know-
or believe we know-about the facts surrounding the explanandum pheno-
menon. In the case of the bridge, for example, these 6cts may include a great
deal of information about the shape, size, and location of the fragments after
the destruction; perhaps the identities of the dynamiters; their objectives; and
many other things. Surely we do not require that all of these details must be
accounted for by any acceptable explanation of "how the bridge came to be

destroyed."
Finally, the condition pioposed by Scriven has nothing whatever to do

with the requirement of total evidence; in particular, it is not a "more specific"
version of it. And Scriven's contention that some such conditiofl must be

imposed even on explanations of deductive form because they do not automati-

11. Scriven (1962), pp.229-30. See also a brief remark, which seems to have the same

intent, in Scriven (1963a), pp. 348-49.
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cally satisfy the requirement of total evidencel2 overlooks the straightforward
proof to the contrary.ls

4.2.4 Explanatory Incompleteness and "Concrete Euents" . A scientific explanation,
we noted earlier, may be regarded as a potential answer to a question of the
form'why is it the casethat !)?',where the place of 'p'is occupied by an empirical
sentence detailing the facts to be explained. Accordingly, both the deductive-
nomological and the statistical models of explanation characterize the ex-
planandum-phenomenon by means of a sentence, the explanandum-sentence.
Take, for example, the explanation of individual facts such as that the length
of a given copper rod r increased during the time interval from 9.00 to 9.01
A.M., or that a particular drawing dfron a given urn produced a white ball:
here the explanandum phenomena are fully described by the sentences 'the

length of copper rod r increased between 9.00 and 9.01 a.lrr.' and 'drawrng d

produced a white ball'. And only when understood in this sense, as fully
describable by means of sentences, .an particular facts or events be amenable
to sciendfic expianation.

But the notion of an individual or particular event is often construed in
quite a different manner. An event in this second sense is specified, not by means

of a sentence describing it, but by means of a noun phrase such as an individual
name or a definite description, as, for example, 'the first solar eclipse of the
twentieth century', 'the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in a.p. 79','the assassination

of Leon Trotsky', 'the stock marker crash of 1,929. ' For want of a better
terminology, individual events thus understood will be referred to as concrete

euents,r4 and facts and events in the first sense here considered will be called
sententially characterizable, or briefy, sentential facts and euents.

The familiar question of whether individual events permit of a complete
explanation is no doubt inspired to a large exrent by the conception of an
individual event as a concrete event. But what could be meant, in this case, by
a complete explanationr Presumably, one rhat accounts for every aspect of the

12. Scriven (1962), p.230.
13. Inadeductiveiyvalidargument,thepremisesconstituteconclusivegroundsforasserting

the conclusion; and whatever part ofthe total evidence is not included in the premises is ir-
relevant to the conclusion in the strict sense that if it were added to the premises, the re-
sulting set of sentences would sti11 constitute conclusive grounds for the conclusion. Or,
in the terminology of inductive logic: the logicai probability which the premises of a D-N
argument confer upon the conclusion is 1, and it remains 1 ifpart or ali ofthe total evidence
is added to the premises.

14. I do not wish to suggest that the notion of concrete event here adumbrated is en-
tirely clear; in particular, I do not know how to formulate a necessary and sufiicient con-
dition ofidentity for concrete events. Gibson's perceptive observations on".W'hat is Explained,"
in (1960), pp. 188-190, are highly relevant to the issues we are about to examine here.
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given event. If that is the idea, then indeed no concrete event can be completely
explained. For a concrete event has infinitely many &fferent aspects and thus
camot even be completely described, let alone completely explained. For
example, a complete description of the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in a.o. 79
would have to specify the exact time of its occurrence; the path of the lava
stream as well as its physical and chemical characteristics-including tempera-
tures, pressures, densities, at every point-and their changes in the course of
time; the most minute details of the destruction wreaked upon Pompeii and
Herculaneum; full information about all persons and animals involved in
the catastrophe, including the fact that the remains of such and such vicrims,
found at such and such places, are on display at a museum in Naples; and so
on ad infinitum. rt mtst also mention-for this surely constitutes yet another
aspect of that concrete event-all the literature about the subject. Indeed, there
seems to.be no clear and satisfactory way at all of separating offsome class of
facts that do not constitute aspects of the concrete event here referred to.
Clearly, then, it is quite pointless to ask for a complete explanation of an in-
dividual event thus understood.

In sum, a request for an explanation can be significantly made only con-
cerning what we have called senrential facts and evenrs; only with respect to
them can we raise a question of the form'why is it the case that pt'. As for
concrete events, let us note that what we have called their aspects or character-
istics are all of them describable by means of sentences; each of these aspects,

then, is a sentential fact or event (e.g., that the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in
r.o.79 lasted for so many hours; that it killed more than 1000 persons in
Pompeii, and so on) ; with respect to such particular aspects of a concrete event,
therefore, the question of an explanation can significantly be raised. And
clearly, when we speak of explaining a particular event, such as the abdication
of Edward vIII, we normally think only of certain aspects of the event as being
under scrutiny; what aspects are thus meant to be singled out for explanatory
attention will depend on rhe context of the inquiry.l5

Though the issues here touched upon are perhaps discussed most frequently
with special reference to historical events in their "individuality and unique-
ness," the problems inherent in the notion of a concrete event are by no means
limited to the historian's domain. An event such as the solar eclipse of J.,ly 20,
1963, also possesses an"infinity of physical, chemical, biological, sociological,

15. As Max'Weber remarks, with special reference to historicai explanation: ,,'When it
is said that history seeks to understand the concrete rcality of an 'event' in its individuality
causally, what is obviously not meant by this.. . is that it is to . . . explain causally the
concrete reality of an event in the totality of its individual qualities. To do the latter would
be not only actually impossible, it would also be a task which is meaningless in principle."
(Weber (1949), p. 169. Italics the author's.)
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and yet other aspects and thus resists complete description and a fortiori, con-
plete explanation. But certain aspects of the eclipse-such as the duration of its

totality, and the fact that it was visible in Alaska and subsequently in Maine-
may well be capable of explanation.

It would be incorrect, however, to summarize this point by saying that the

object of an explanation is always a kind of event rather than an individual

event. For a kind of event would have to be characterized by means of a

predicate-expression, such as 'total solar eclipse' or 'volcanic eruption'; and

since this sort of expression is not a sentence, it makes no sense to ask for an

explanation of a kind of event. What might in fact be explained is rather the

occurrefice of a particular instance of a giuen kind of euent, such as the occurrence

of a total solar eclipse on July 20, 1963. And what is thus explained is definitely
an individual event; indeed, it is one that is unique and unrepeatable in view
of the temporal location assigned to it. But it is an individual sentential event,

of course: it can be described by means of the statement that on July 20, 1963,

there occurred a total solar eclipse. I agree therefore with Mandelbaum's

rejection of Hayek's view that explanation and prediction never reGr to an

individual event but always to phenomena of a certain kind: "One would
think that the prediction of a speci{ic solar eclipse, or the explanation of that

eclipse, would count as referring to a particular event even if it does not refer

to all aspects of the event, such as the temperature of the sun, or the efect of
the eclipse on the temperature of the earth, and the 1ike."16

However, given this notion of explaining a particular occurrence of a solar

eclipse or of a rainbow, etc., one can speak deriuatiuely of a theoretical expla-

nation of solar eclipses or rainbows in general: such an explanation is then one

that accounts for any instance of an eclipse or a rainbow. Thus, the notion of
explaining particular instances of a given kind of occurrence is the primary one.

4.2.5 Explanatory Closure: Explanation Sketch. Perhaps yet another conception

of completeness might seem pertinent to the idea of explanation; we shall call

it explanatory closure. An explanatory account would be complete in this

sense if for every fact or law it invoked, it contained in turn an explanation.

In an account with explanatory closure, nothing would be left unexplained.

But completeness in this sense obviously calls for an infinite regress in expla-

nation and is therefore unachievable; to seek such completeness is to misunder-

stand the nature of explanation.
At any stage in the development of empirical science, certain (presumptive)

facts will be unexplainable; in particular, those expressed by the most funda-

mental laws or theoretical principles accepted at the time, those for which no

16. Mandelbaum (1961), p.233.
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explanation by means of a "deeper" theory is at hand. But while unexplained,
these ultimate principles need not be unsupported, for, as hypotheses in empiri-
cal science, they will have to be susceptible to test, ,od it-rrry well be that
suitable tests have in fact provided strongly supporting evidence for them.'we 

have by now considered several ways in which a proposed explanation
may deviate from the standards incorporated into ourunriyti. models. In some
cases, what is intended as an explanatory account will diverge even more
strongly from those standards. A proposed explanation, for exr-ple, which is
not explicit and specific enough to be reasonably qualified as an elliptically
formulated explanation or as a partial one, can often be viewed as at explar.tation
sketch, i.e., as presenting the general outlines of what might weli be developed,
by gradual elaboration and supplementation, into a more closely reasoned
explanatory argument, based on hypotheses which are ,trt.d -or. fully and
which permit of a critical appraisal by reference to empirical evidence.

The decision whether a proposed explanatory 
"..orrt is to be qualified as

an elliptically formulated deductive-nomological or statistical explination, as
a partiil, explanation, as an explanation sketch, or perhaps ,, ,ror. of these is
a matter ofjudicious interpretation. It calls for an appraisal of the intent of the
given account and of the background assumptions that may have been left
unstated because they are taken to be understood in the given context. Un-
equivocal criteria of adjudication cannot be formulated for this purpose any
more than for deciding whether a given informally ,tnt.d 

"rg.r-ent 
which

does not meet reasonably strict standards of deductive validity is to count as
nevertheless valid but enthymematically formulated, or as fallacious, or as a
sound inductive argurnent, or perhaps, for lack of clarity, as none of these.

Among the various respects here considered in which a proposed expla-
nation or demonstration may fall short of the logical standaids i.r.orporrt.d
into some nonpragmatic model of explanation or proof, there are several
which can be characterized only by reference to the knowledge, interests,
intentions, and so forth of the persons who propose the argurnents in question
or of those to whom they are addressed; hence, the corresptnding conceprs are
essentially pragmatic. This is true, for example, of the noiion, oi.rthyrrr.-.,
of elliptically formulated explanarion, and of explanation sketcrr.

4.3 coNcrurrNc Rruem oN Tnr cov.nrNc-Law Mopnrs. 'we 
have found,

then, that the explanatory accounts actually formulated in science and in
everyday contexts vary greatly in the explicitness, completeness, and pre-
cision with which they specify the explanans and the.rpl"n"ndum; ac.ordin-gly,
they diverge more or less markedly from the idealized and schematized
covering-law models. But, granting this, I think that ail adequate scientific
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explanations and their everyday counterparts claim or presuppose at least

nnplicitly the deductive or inductive subsumability of whatever is to be ex-

plained under general laws or theoretical principles.l? In the explanation of an

individual occurrence, those general nomic principles are required to connect

the explanandurn event with other particulars, and it is by such nomic con-

nection that the latter acquire the status ofexplanatory factors. In the explana-

tion of general empirical regularities, the nomic principles invoked express

more comprehensive uniformities of which those to be explained are strict

or approximate specializations. And the covering-law models represent, as far

as I can see, the basic logical sftucture of the principal modes of such explan-

atory subsunrption.

The construal here broadly summarized is not, of course, susceptible to

strict "proof"; its soundness has to bejudged by the light it can shed on the

rationale and force of explanatory accounts offered in different branches of
empirical science. Some of the ways in which this construal of explanation may

prove illuminating have already been suggested in the course of developing the

covering-law models and characterizing their intended function; other such

ways should come into view as we proceed, and particularly when we turn,

in later sections, to an analysis of certain peculiar explanatory procedures that

seem to be at variance with the covering-law construal of explanation.

5. PRAGMATIC ASPECTS OF EXPLANATION

5.1 lNrnooucronv Rnuanxs. Very broadly speaking, to explain something to

a person is to make it plain and intelligible to him, to make him understand

it. Thus construed, the word 'explanation' and its cognates are pragmatic terms:

their use requires reference to the persons involved in the process of explaining.

In a pragmatic context we might say, for example, that a given account 14 ex-

plains fact X to person 4. We will then have to bear in mind that the same

account may well not constitute an explanation of X for another person P2, who

might not even regard X as requiring an explanation, or who might find the

17. Thisideaneedstobesharplydistinguishedfromanotherone,whichlamnotproposing,
namely, that any empirical phenomenon can be explained by deductive or inductive
subsumption under covering laws. The idea here suggested is that the logic of all scientific

explanations is basically of the covering-law variety, but not that all empirical phenomena

are scientifically explainable, and even less, of course, that they are all governed by a

systern of deterministic laws. The question whether all empirical phenomena can be scien-

tifically explained is not nearly as intelligible as it might seem at first glance, and it calls

for a great deal of analytic clarification. I am inclined to think that it cannot be given any

clear meaning at all; but at any rate, and quite broadly speaking, an opinion as to what laws

hold in nature and what phenomena can be explained surely cannot be formed on analytic

grounds alone but must be based on the results of empirical research.
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account .4 unintelligible or unilltiminating, or irrelevant to what puzzles him
about X. Explanation in this pragmatic sense is thus a relative notion: something

can be significantly said to constitute an explanation in this sense only for this or
that individual.

Quite similarly, the word'proof'and its cognates can be used in a pragmatic

sense which requires reference to the producers and the recipients of the argu-

ments in question. For example, an arglrmentY thatproves a simple geometrical

theorem to the complete satisfaction of a tyro may be entirely unacceptable,

and thus not a proof at all, for a mathematician; and conversely, what for the

mathematician is a sound and illuminating proof may be unintelligible or
pointless to the beginner. Generally, whether a given argument Y proves (or

explains) a certain item X to a person P will depend not only on X and Y, but
quite importantly also on P's beliefs at the time as well as on his intelligence, his

critical standards, his personal idiosyncrasies, and so forth.
The pragmatic aspects of proof form an interesting and important subject

for empirical investigation. Piaget, for example, has devoted a great deal of
effort to the psychological study ofthe standards ofproofin children ofdifferent
ages. But for the purposes of mathematics and logic as objective disciplines,

we clearly need a concept of proof which is not subjective in the sense of
being relative to, and variable with, individuals; a concept in terms of which it
makes sense to say that a given argument Y is a proof of a given sentence X
(in a theory) without making any mention of persons who might take

cognizance of Y. Concepts of proof which have this character can be defined

once the mathematical discipline in reference to which the concept is to be used

has been suitably formalized.

The case of scientific explanation is similar. For scientific research seeks to

account for empirical phenomena by means of laws and theories which are

objective in the sense that their empirical implications and their evidential

support are independentof what particular individuals happen to test or toapply
them; and the explanations, as well as the predictions, based upon such laws

and theories are meant to be objective in an analogous sense. This ideal intent
suggests the problem of-constructing a nonpragmatic concept of scienti{ic

explanation-a concept which is abstracted, as it were, from the pragmatic

one, and which does not require relativization with respect to questioning

individuals any more than does the concept of mathematical proof. It is this

nonpragmatic conception of explanation which the covering-law models are

meant to explicate.

To propound those models is therefore neither to deny the pragmatic
"dimension" of explanation nor to belittle its importance; nor, of course, is it to
claim that people wili find an explanatory account illuminating or satisfactory
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only as far as it conforms to one of the covering-law models. To explain a

given phenomenon to a person, it will often sufice to call to his attention some

particular fact of which he has not properly taken cognizance. This is pre-

sumably true of the man mentioned in a newspaper story some years ago rvho

was puzzled to find that it got cold in his house whenever he happened to watch

a television program in winter. All he had to be told by way of explanation

was that the television set was directly under the thermost3t,and thus warmed the

latter and shut the heating off. Thus the quest for an explanation is often a quest

for the "cause" of the puzzling occurrence, in the loose sense here illustrated.

The questioner who accepts a particular causal accottnt as satisfactory will
sometimes have background information of a nomological kind-e.g., about

the way a thermostat works-which might justify the causal attribution. In
other cases, he may lack such information and might still be satisfied by the

explanation: the pragmatic conditions for the acceptability of a proposed

explanation do not coincide with the logic-systematic ones that the covering-

law models are meant to explicate. When the relevant laws are more or less

clearly understood and taken for granted by the questioner, it would of course

be incorrect to say that his question had the pragmatic function of eliciting
covering laws; but it is neither incorrect nor superfluous to make reference to

such laws if the logic of the accoLlnt, and especially the explanatory force of
the particular facts mentioned in it, is to be made explicit.

In other contexts-for example, frequently in scientific research-the

pragmatic concern prompting the quest for an explanation may be the desire

to discover laws or theoretical principles covering a given class of phenomena.

And in yet other cases, the questioner may be aware of the requisite particular

data and laws but rnay need to be shown how the explanandum can be derived

from this inforrnation.l
But to call attention to the important pragmatic facets of explanation and

to indicate the diverse procedures that may be appropriate in different cases

to dispel the perplexity reflected in someone's quest for an explanation is not
to show that a nonpragmatic model of scientific explanation must be hope-

lessly inadequate, just as analogous arguments concerning the notion of proof
cannot show that nonpragmatic models of proof must be sterile and unil-
luminating. As is well known, the contrary is the case.

It is therefore beside the point to complain that the covering-law models

1. In an interesting discussion of what are, to a large extent, pragmatic aspects of expla-

nation, Scriven uses the term'derivation-explanation' for an explanation that consists simpiy
in demonstrating this derivability, and he gives an illustration from the history of science,

which shows that the derivation may well present considerable mathematical dificulties and

may thus be hard to discover. (Scriven 1959, pp. 461-62).
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do not closely match the form in which working scientists actually presenr
their explanations. Those formulations are generally chosen with a particular
kind of audience-and thus with particular pragmatic-requirements-in mind.
This is true also of the way in which mathematicians present their proofs;
but the metanrathematical theory of proof quite properly abstracts from these

pragmatic considerations.2

5.2 ExprerurNc How-PossrBly. An important pragmatic aspect of ex-
planation is reflected in Dray's distinction of "explaining why-necessarily"
an event occurred and "explaining how-possibly" an event could have occur-
red.3 A D-N explanation might be regarded as adequate for the former purpose;
to accomplish the latter is quite a different task, as we will now see.

If a friend tells me that at a patty he attended last New Year's Eve his tea-
spoon promptly melted when he put it inro a cup of hot punch, I might ask:
how could this possibly have happened-metal does not melt at so low a

temperature. Similarly, the news that the Andrea Doria had sunk as a result of
a collision gave rise to the question how this could possibly have happened,
considering that the ship was equipped with the most advanced safety devices

and was operated by experienced seamen.

As these examples illustrate, we will normally ask how X could posibly
have occurred only if, as Dray puts it, "what we know seems to rule orlt the
possibiliry of the occurrence which is to be explained,"a i.e., if some of the
beliefs we hold concerning relevant matters of fact seem to us to make it
impossible or at least highly improbable that X should have occurred; herein
lies the pragmatic aspect of the qlrestion. To give a satisfictory 'how-possibly'

explanation, it will be necessary, therefore, to ascertain the empirical assump-
tions underlying the question and then to show either that some of these are

false or else that the questioner was mistaken in thinking that those assunlprions
warranted his belief that X could not have occurred. In the case of the teaspoon,
it might sufiice to point out that some metals, such as'Wood's alloy, do melt
at the temperature of hot punch; and a full covering-law explanation might be

achieved by establishing that the teaspoon in question had indeed been one of
those made from 'Wood's alloy for the use of practical jokers.s

2. Cf. ilso the comments on this point in secrion 1 of Bartley's paper (1962),in which
Popper's presentation of the deductive model is defended against this charge. For some ob-
servations in a similar vein, see Pitt (1959), pp. 585-86.

3. Cf. Druy (19s7), pp. 1s8 tr
4. Dray (1957), p.161.
5. InareviewofDray'sbook,Passmore(1958)goessofarastosaythat"toanswera'how

possibly' question, unless with a mere guess, is to sketch in a'why-necessarily' explanation.',
While this observation seems basically sound, it should, I think, be liberalized so as to call
for the sketching either of a 'why-necessariiy' or else of a 'why-probably' explanation.
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If, as in the case of the Andrea Doria, the question 'How could X possibly

have occurred;' springs from assumptions that seem to make the occurrence

of x highly improbable but not logically to preclude it, then an apProPriate

answer may consist in pointing out that the questioner is mistaken in some of
his factual assumptions or in the belief that his assumptions make the occurrence

of X very improbable : these two possibilities are analogous to those considered

in the previous illustration. But in addition, we have here a third possibility,

suggested also by our earlier discussion of the logic of statistical exPlanation:

all of the questioner's relevant assumptions might be true, and his belief that

they make the occurrence of X very improbable may be correct. In that event,

the perplexity expressed by the questioner's 'how could it possibly have hap-

pened;' may be resolvable by broadening the questioner's total evidence, i.e.,

ty calling to his attention certain further facts whose addition to those previously

taken into account will render the occurrence of X less improbable.

Similar observations apply to questions of the form 'why is it not the case

that pz', which might well be rephrased as 'how-possibly' questions: 'How

could it possibly be the case that notT;'. Questions such as 'why doesn't the

Leaning to*.. of Pisa topple overi' or ''Why don't the antipodes fall off the

earth?', 'If reflection in a plane mirror interchanges right and left, why not

also top and bottom;' will normally be raised only if the qtlestioner entertains

certain assumptions concerning relevant empirical matters which seem to him

to make it certain or, at any rr,I, highly prob.bl. that the specified phenomenon

should occur. A pragmatically adequate answer again will have to clear up the

empirical or logical misapprehensions underlying this belief.

And, of course, explanation-seeking questions of the standard type 'Why

is it the case thar pi are often, though by no means invariably, prompted by

the belief that p would nor be rhe case-a belief which, agait, may seem to the

questioner to be more or less strongly supported by certain other empirical

assrlmptions which he accepts as being true. And in this event, the questioner

*ry oo, feel satisfied if he is simply offered, say, a covering-iaw explanation of

Someone who asks how X could possibly have happened will not, as a rule, be satisfied

to be told simply that he was mistaken in some of his empirical assumptions, which he thought

precluded the occurrence of X; he will also want to be given a set of alternative,andpre-

sr-rbly true, assumptions which, in conjunction with the rest of his background beliefs,

explain to him why X occuued. The case of the melting spoon illustrates this. But if our

quertiooe. should believe that spilling salt is always followed by bad luck within three days,

and if he were to ask 'How posibly could I have escaped bad luck though I spilled some

salt three days ago?" then the answer could hardly do more than Point out that his general

hypothesis was false and,perhaps,that in the vast majority of cases, spilling salt is not followed

by b"d luck; but no 'why-necessarily' explanation for the questioner's avoidance of bad

luck will be available.
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why p is the case. In order to allay his perplexity he may have ro be shown that
some of the assurnptions underlying his contrary expectation were in error.6

5.3 ExpreNarroN vs. RroucrroN ro rHE Faurrurn. A predominantly pragmatic
conception of explanation as aimed at dispelling the questioner's puzzlement
also underlies the widely held view that an explanation must somehow reduce
or link the puzzling phenomenon ro something with which the questioner is

already familiar, and which he accepts as unproblematic. Thus, Bridgman,
for example, holds that "the essence of an explanation consists in reducing
a situation to elements with which we are so familiar that we accept them as a

matter of course, so that our curiousity rests."7 An examination of this explicitly
pragmatic characterization may serve further to clarify and support the case for
constructing a nonpragmatic concept of scientific explanation.

Undeniably, many scientific explanations effect, in a sense, a "reduction to
the familiar." This might be said, for example, of the wave-theoretical ex-
planation of optical refraction and interference, and of at least some of the
explanations achieved by the kinetic theory of heat. In cases of this kind, the
concepts and principles invoked in the explanans bear a more or less close

resemblance to concepts and principles that have long been used in the des-

cription and explanation of some familiar type of phenomenon, such as the
propagation of wave nrotions on the surface of water or the motion of billiard
balls.

Concerning the general view of explanation as a reduction to the familiar,
let us note {irst that, what is familiar to one person may not be so to another,
and that, therefore, this view conceives of explanation as somerhing relative
to a questioner. But, as we noted earlier, explanations of the kind empirical
science seeks are intended to exhibit objecrive relationships.

Secondly, the view here under discussion suggests that what is familiar
requires no explanation. But this notion does not accord with the fact that
scientists have gone to great lengths in an effort to explain "familiar" phe-
nomena, such as the changes of the tides;lightning, thunder, rain, andsnow;
the blue color of the sky; similarities between parenrs and their offspring; the
fact that the moon appears much larger when it is near the horizon than when
it is high in the sky; the fact that certain diseases are "carching," while others
are not; and even the familiar fact that it is dark at night. Indeed, the darkness of

6. This aspect of explanation, and various related ones, have been perceptively and
lucidlyexamined by S. Bromberger (1960). For suggestive observations on the pragmatic
aspects ofexplanation, see also Pasmore (1962).

7. Bridgman (1927), p. 37.'Ihe pragmatic character of this conception is clearly re-
flected in Bridgman's remark that "an expianation is not an absolute sort ofthing, but what
is satisfactory for one man will not be for another." Loc. cit., p. 38.
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the night sky appears as a phenomenon much in need of explanation, in vtew

of Olbers' paradox. This argument, Put forward in1826 by the German astron-

omer Heinrich Olbers, rests on a few simple assumptions, roughly to the effect

that the distances and the intrinsic luminosities of the stars have about the same

frequency distribution throughout the universe in the past as well as at Present;

thai the basic laws for the propagation of light hold true in all spatio-temporal

areas ofthe universe, and that the universe at large is static, i.e., that no large-

scale systematic motions take place in it. From these assumptions it follows that

the sky, in all directions and at all times, should^ be of enormous uniform

brightness, and that the energy thus streaming in upon the surface of the earth

rho"ld correspond to a temperature of more than 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit.8

Olbers' paradox thus raises a 'how-possiblyl' question. An answer to ic is

suggested by the recenr theory that the universe is steadily expanding. This

theory implies, first, that Olbers' assumPtion of a static universe is in error,

and ir supplies, secondly, a positive explanarion of the dark night sky by showing

that the energy of the radiation received from very distant stars is enormollsly

reduced by the high velocities oftheir recession.

This example also illustrates a further point, narnely, that instead of reducing

the unfamiliar to the familiar, a scientific explanation will often do the opposite:

it will explain familiar phenomena with the help of theoretical conceptions

which *ry r..- unfamiliar and even counter-intuitive, but which account for a

wide variety of facts and are well supported by the results of scientific tests.e

These observations are applicable also outside the domain of the natural

sciences. Their relevance to sociology, for example, is suggested in the opening

passage of a book by Homans: "My subject is a familiar chaos. Nothing is more

familiar to men than their ordinary, everyday social behavior. . . every man

makes his own generalizations about his own social exPerience, but uses them

ad hoc within the range of situations to which each applies, dropping thern as

soon as their immediate relevance is at an end and never aski,ng how they are

related to one another . . . the purpose of this book is to bring out of the familiar

chaos some intellectual order."1o Incidentally, Homans goes on to say that the

requisite ordering of a body of empirically established sociological facts, rep-

,.r.nt.d by low-level generulizatons, ca1ls for an explanation of those facts;

and that such explanation is achieved by means of a "set of more general pro-

positions, still of the same form as the empirical ones, from which you can

8. For a fuller presentation of the paradox, and a critical analysis in the light of current

cosmological theorizing, see, for example, Bondi (1961), chapter 2, and Sciama (1961)'

chapter 6.

9. This point is stressed also in Feigl's concise and illuminating article (1948); and it
is lucidly illustrated by reference to the theory ofrelativity in Frank (1957), pp.1$-34.

10. Homans (1961), PP. 1-2.
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logically deduce the latter under specified given conditions. To deduce them

successfully is to explain them."l1
To this emphasis on the sociologist's interest in the theoretical explanation

of "familiar" fenerulizations about social behavior, there should be added a

reminder that has been stressed by Lazarsfeld, among others; namely, that
what are widely regarded as obvious and familiar facts of everyday psychological
andsociological experiencearesometimesnot facts at all but popular stereotypes.

This is true-to mention but one of Lazarsfeld's interesting illustrations-of the

idea that the intellectual is emotionally less stable than the psychologically
more impassive man-in-the-street, and that therefore it was to be expected that

among the U.S. soldiers in the Second'World'War, better educated men showed
more psychoneurotic symptoms than those with less education. In fact, the

opposite was found to be the case.12 Thus an explanation of some particular case

by reference to the low-level generalization of this sterotype is simply false

even though it might be said to effect a reduction to the familiar.
Such reduction, then, as has now been argued at some length, is surely

not a necessary condition for an acceptable scientific explanation. But neither
is it a sufiicient condition; for a request for an explanation is sometimes an-

swered in a way which puts the questioner's curiosity to rest by giving him a

sense of familiarity or at-homeness with an initially puzzling phenomenon,
without conveying a scientifically acceptable explanation. In this case, one

might say, familiarity breeds content, but no insight. For example, as we have
just seen, the proffered explanation might be based on a familiar and yet mis-
taken belief, and will then be false. Or the proposed account might rely on
untestable metaphorical or metaphysical ideas rather than on general empirical
hypotheses, and then would not afford even a potential scientific explanation.

Take for example the "hypothesis of a common subconscious," which has

been propounded to explain presumptive telepathic phenomena.ls It asserts

that while in their conscious domains human minds are separate entities, they
are connected by a common subconscious, from which the individual conscious-

nesses emerge like mountainous islands joined by a submarine continent. The
suggestive imagery of this account may well evoke a sense of intuitirre uuder-

standing of telepathic phenomena; the latter seem to have been explained by
reduction to ideas with which we are quite familiar. Yet we have been given

a simile rather than a scientific explanation. The account offers us no grounds

11. Homans (1961), pp. 9-10, italics the author's.

12. See Lazarsfeld (1949), pp. 379-80.

13. See the critical reference in Price (1945) and r,f, Carington's use of the idea as "a
simile" (1949, pp.2%tr.), as well as his more specific account of the conception of a common
subconscious, loc. cit., pp.208ff,
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on which it would be reasonable to expect the occurrence of telepathic phe-
nomena, nor does it give us any clues as to the conditions under which such

phenomena are likely to occur. Indeed, in the form here outlined the notion of
a common subconscious has no clear implications concerning empirical phe-
nomena and is not anrenable, therefore, to objective test or to significant
explanatory or pr:cdictive use.

A similar critique applies to neovitalistic explanations of certain biological
phenomena in terms of entelechies or vital forces. Such accounts do not specify

under what conditions a vital force will exert its infuence and what specific

form its manifestations will take, nor, in the case of external interference with
an organism, to what extent an entelechy will compensatc for the resulting
disturbance. Ily contrast, an cxplanation of planetary motiol)s in terms of the

Newtonian theory of gravitation spccifies what gravitational forces will be

exerted upon a given planet by the sun and by other planets, given their masses

and distances, and it specifies further what changes in r:rotion are to be expected

as a result of those forces, Both accounts invoke certain "forces" that cannot
be directly observed-one of them, vital forces, the other, gravitational ones;

yet the latter account has explanatory status while the former does not. This
is a consequence of the fact that the Newtonian theory offers specific laws

governing gravitational forces, whereas neovitalism specifies no laws governing
vital forces and is, in effect, only metaphorical. Thus, it is covering laws or
theoretical principles that are crucial to a scientific explanation, rather than the

sense of familiarity that its wording may impart.
The laws invoked in a proposed scientific explanation are of course capable

of test; and adverse test results may lead to their rejection. No such fate threatens

explanations in terms of similes or metaphors: since they do not speci.fi, what
to expect under any empirical conditions, no empirical test can posibly dis-
credit them. But absolute immuniry to disconfirmation is not an asset but a

fatal defect when we are concerned, as is scienrific research, to arrive at an

objectively testable and empirically well-supported body of empirical knowl-
edge. An account that has no implications concerning empirical phenomena
cannot serve this purpose, however strong its intuitive appeal: from the point
ofview ofscience, itts a pseudo-explanation, an explanation in appearance only.

In sum then, it is neither necessary nor sufficient for the scientific adequacy

of an explanation that it should reduce the explanandum to ideas with which
we are already familiar.

6. MODELS AND ANALOGIES IN SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION
Explanatory accounts offered in empirical science are sornetimes formulated

in terms of a "model" of the phenomena to be explained, or in terms of analogies
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between those phenomena and others that have been previously explored.
In the present section I propose to examine some forms of this procedure and
to appraise their explanatory significance.

Let us consider first the use-quite widespread in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries-of more or less complex mechanical systems as models
of electric, magnetic, and optical phenomena, of the luminiferous ether, and
so forth. The importance that some eminent scientists attributed to such
representations is reflected in the famous pronouncement of Sir 'William

Thornson (later Lord Kelvin) :

I never satisfy myself until I can make a mechanical modcl of a thing. If Ican
make a mechanical modcl I can understand it. As long as I cannot rrake a mechanical
model ail the way through I cannot understand, . . .1

My object is to show how to make a mechanical model which shall fulfill the
conditions required in the physical phenomena that we are considering, whatever
they may be. At the time when we are considering the phcnomenon of elasticity
in solids, I want to show a model of that. At another time, when we have vibrations
of light to consider, I want to show a model of the action exhibited in that phe-
nomenon. . . . It seems to me that the test of "Do we or not understand a particuiar
subject in physicsl" is, "Can we make a mechanical model of it;"z

Sir Oliver Lodge, whose book on electricity presents a multitude of
mechanical models, says in a similar vein:

Think ofelectrical phenomena as produced by an all-permeating liquid embedded in
ajelly; think of conductors as holes and pipes in this jelly, of an elcctrical machine
as a pump, ofcharge as excess or defect, ofatraction as due to strain, ofdischarge
as bursting.... By thus thinking you will get a more real grasp of the subject and
insight into the actual processes occurring in Nature-unknown though these

may still strictly be-than if you employed the old ideas of action ar a disrance, or
con[ented yourselves with no theory at all on which to link the facts. . . . I am also

convinced that it is unwise to drift along among a host of complicated phenomena
without guide other than that afforded by hard and rigid mathematical equarions.s

These pronouncements reflect variants of the idea that explanation in
science must involve a reducdon to the familiar. What this variant demands is

not simply that an explanation somehow render a phenomenon plausible or
6miliar, but more specifically that it provide a model governed by the laws

of mechanics, which in this context are accorded the stirtus of familiar principles.
But just what does the construction of a mechanical model accomplish;

It is not intended, of course, to identify the mocleled phenomenon with the

1. Thomson (188\, pp.270a1.
2. Thomson (1884), pp. 131-32.

3. Lodge (1889), pp. 60-61.
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model. An electric current maintained in a wire by means of a battery is not
claimed to be the same tlfng as the fow of a liquid through pipes, maintained
by means of a pump, nor the same thing as an inextensible loop of cord kept
circulating over pulleys by means of a sinking weight.a The claim is merely

that there obtains an analogy between the model and the phenomenon it
represents. And the relevant analogy lies in a formal similarity between certain

laws governing the mechanical system and corresponding laws for the modeled

phenomenon.
Consider, for example, the often cited analogy between the fow of an

electric current in a wire and the fow of a fluid in a pipe. If the fluid fows with
moderate speed through a fairly narrow pipe with circular inner cross section

then according to Poiseulle's law the volume V of fluid flowing through a

fixed cross-section per second is proportional to the difference in pressure

between the ends of the pipe:

(6.1\ v : c' (h- pz)

This law has the same form as Ohm's law for the fow of electriciry in a

metallic conductor:

(6.1b) /: k'(u,-u,)
Here the strength of the current, I, may be said to represent the amount of

electric charge flowing through a fixed cross-section of the wire per second;

ur-uz is the potential difference maintained between the ends of the wire;
and & is the reciprocal ofits resistance.

The analogy goes further. The factor c in (6.1a) is inversely proportional to
the length /, of the pipe:

c'
(6.2a) c : ,

l1

and similarly, the 6ctor & in (6.1b) is inversely proportional to the length, /r,
of the wire:

1tb'

(6.2b) k :';
l2

Thus, the analogy in virtue of which the flow of a fuid here constitutes

a model of the fow of a current may be characterized as follows: A certain set

of laws governing the former phenomenon has the same syntactical structure
as a corresponding set of laws for the latter phenomenon; or, more explicitly,

4. A profusion of such models can be found in Lodge (1889) and in Thomson (1884).

A hydrodynamic model that represents in quite a similar manner certain aspects of the
behavior of nervous systems is described in S. B. Rusell (1913).
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the empirical terms (i.e., those which are not logical or mathematical)5 occur-
ring in the first set of laws can be matched, one by one, with those of the
second set in such a way that if in one of the laws of the first set each term is
replaced by its counterpaft, a law of the second set is obtained; and vice versa.

Two sets of laws of this kind will be said to be syntactically isomorphic. Briefly,
then, the relevant similarity or "analogy" between a model of the kind here

considered and the modeled type of a phenomenon consists in a nomic iso-

morphism, i.e., a syntactic isomorphism between two coffesponding sets of laws. The
notion of model thus obtained is not limited to mechanical systems, of course;

we can speak, in the same sense, also of electrical, chemical, and still other kinds
of "analogical models."

But in our illustration, as in other cases of analogical modeling, the iso-
morphism has its limits: some laws for the fow of a fuid in pipes do not carry
over to electric currents in wires. For example, if the length of the pipe and the
pressrlre difference between its ends are fixed, Z is proportional to the fourth
power of the radius of the cross sections, whereas under corresponding cir-
cumstances, the current is proportional to the square of the wire's cross section:

(6.3a) v :

(6.3b) I :

(p,-p,)

(,r-, r)

7rr i
8ir,

,TZ

lzQ

Here, s is the viscosity of the fuid and 4 the specific resistance of the metal of
which the wire is made; r, is the radius of the inner cross section of the pipe;
and r, is the radius of the wire.

Thus, the statement that a system S, is an analogical model of a system

S, is elliptical. A complete sentence expressing the relationship would have to
take the form: 'S, is an analogical model of S, with respect to the sets of laws

Lr, Lr' .This sentence is true if the laws in L, apply to S, snd those in L, to Sr,

ard if L, and L, are syntactically isomorphic.G

The concept of analogy as a nomic isomorphism plays an important rolc
in Maxwell's essay on Faraday's lines of force. Maxwell here says: "By a

physical analogy I mean that partial similarity between the laws of one science

5. Physical constants such as'.t' and '4' in (6.3a) and (6.3b) count here as empirical terms.

6. This characterization of analogical models accords with Maxwell's and Duhem's
conceptions of analogy in physics, about which more will be said presently. It is also sup-
ported by the way in which Boltzmann (1891) uses mechanical models to represent the
Carnot cycle in the theory ofheat (1891, chapter 2) and various electric phenomena. Heinrich
Hertz's general concept of a "dynamic model" reflects the same basic idea; d.Hertz (7894),

p.197.
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and those of another which makes each of them illustrate the other." He notes,

concerning the analogy between light and the vibrations of an elastic medium,

that "though its importance and fruitfulness cannot be overestimated, we must

recollect that it is founded only on a resemblanc e in form between the laws of
light and those of vibrations."T Maxwell continues: "It is by the use of analogies

of this kind that I have attempted to bring before the mind, in a convenient

and manageable form, those mathematical ideas which are necessary to the

study of the phenomena of electricity. . . . I am not attemPting to establish any

physical theory. . ., and. . . the limit of my design is to shew how, by a strict

application of the ideas and methods of Faraday, the connexion of the very

different orders of phenomena which he has discovered may be clearly placed

before the mathematical mind."8 The analogy Maxwell then develops in

detail rests on a represenrarion of Faraday's lines of force by tubes through which

an incompressible liquid flows. It is of interest to note that while Maxwell is

able to give an analogical representation of a great many electric and magnetic

phenomena, he finds himself unable to extend the analogy when he comes to

the discussion of what Faraday had called the electro-tonic state; here, he

resorts to the formulation of a theory in purely mathematical form.e

The views of men like Kelvin and Lodge concerning the importance of
analogical models for explanation in physics were severely criticizedby Duhem.

Duhem sees the aim of physics in the construction of theories couched in precise

marhematical terms, from which empirically established laws can be deduced,

and he argues that mechanical models contribute nothing to that objective.

In reference to Lodge's book Duhem comments: "Here is a book meant to

expound the modern theories of electricity . . .; it talks only of cords that move

over pulleys, that wind themselves up on drums, that traverse beads, that carry

weights; of tubes that pump water and of others that expand and contract; of
cog wheels that mesh with each other and drive toothed racks; we thought we

were entering the peaceful and carefully ordered abode of reason, and we find

ourselves in a 6ctory."10 Duhem goes on to complain thatfat from facilitating

the understanding of a theory "for a French reader," the use of such mechanical

models requires of him a serious effort just to understand the working of the

complicated apparatus and to recognize analogies between the properties of the

model and the theory that is being illustrated.

Although Duhem rejects the explanatory use of mechanical models, he

7. Maxwell (186a), p. 28, italics the author's.

8. Maxwell (186\, p.29.
9. Maxwell (1864), pp. 51fl For a fuller discussion of Maxwell's views on the im-

portance of analogies for physical theorizing, see Turner's studies (1955), (1956).

10. Translated from Duhem (1906), p. 111.
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stresses that, by contrast, analogies may prove very fruitful in physical research.

The analogies he has in mind are those based on what we have called nomic
isomorphisms. He mentions, for example, Ohm's transfer of the laws of heat

conduction to electric conduction, and he stresses the importance of those

cases in which extensive theories for two distinct and dissimilar categories of
phenomena have the same algebraic form.ll

However, if our characterization is correct, then the mechanical models

scorned by Duhem exhibit nomic isomorphisms of basically the same kind as

those scientific analogies in Duhem's sense which are not specifically formulated
in the parlance of models. Duhem's distinction between models and analogies,

for which he states no precise criteria, then reflects not a difference in logical
status, but rather a difference in the precision and the scope of the isomorphic
sets of laws. Among the laws governing a mechanical model, those which carry
over isomorphically to the modeled phenomenon are usually few in number
and limited in scope, so that sometimes several different models are used to
represent different aspects of one kind of physical entity or phenomenon. For
example, Kelvin offers quite different mechanical models of molecules to
represent elasticity in crystals, the dispersion of light, and the rotation of the
plane of polarization of a light beam;lz and Lodge designs entirely different
mechanical systems, of the sort referred to by Duhem in the passage quoted
earlier, to represent various electrostatic, electrodynamic, and electromagnetic

phenomena. Iir the case of fruiful analogies of the kind envisaged by Duhem,
on the other hand, the isomorphic laws or theoretical principles are stated in
precise mathematical terms and are strong enough to permit the deduction of
a greet variety of consequences which themselves constitute important laws.

This is illustrated by the extensive nomic isomorphisms that permit the appl,i-

cation ofthe mathematical theory ofwave motions to certainparts ofmechanics,
optics, and quantum mechanics.l3

In order to appraise the explanatory significance of analogical models, and

more generally of analogies based on nomic isomorphisms, let us suppose that

some "new" field of inquiry is being explored, and that we try to explain the

phenomena encountered in it by analogical reference to some "old," previously
explored domain of inquiry. This calls for the establishment of an isomorphism

11. Duhem (1906), pp. 752-54. Boltzmrnn characterizes physical analogies in a similar
manner: ". . . Nature seemed, as it were, to have built the most diverse things exactly
according to the same plan, or, as the analytic mathematician says dryly, the same difFerential
equations hold for the most diverse phenomena." Translated from Boltzmann (1905), p. 7.

12. Cl Thomson (1884).

13. Further examples of analogies based on nomic isomotphisms in physics will be

found in Seeliger's article (1948); for an illuminating discussion, well illustrated by examples,

of the significance of nomic isomorphisms in physics, see also 'Watkins (1938), chapter 3.
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between a set of laws, say lr, pertaining to the old field and a corresponding set,

say Lr, in the new. To that end, we obviously must first discover a suitable set

L2 of laws in the new field. But once this has been done, those laws can be
used directly for the explanation of the "new" phenomena, without any refer-
ence to their structural isomorphism with the set Ir. For the systematic purposes
of scientific explanation, reliance on analogies is.thus inessential and can always
be dispensed with.

This observation applies equally to analogical models of a nonmechanical
sort, such as the physico-chemical systems which have been used to imitate
phenomena that are often considered as specifically biological. Leduc, for
example,la was able to produce by purely chemical means a large variety of
osmotic growths whose highly diversified forms strikingly resemble those of
familiar plants and animals, and which, in their development, exhibit remarkable
analogies to organic growths. The analogical models thus obtained are based on
an isomorphism of non-quantitative laws:

An osmotic growth has an evolutionary existence; it is nourished by osmosis and
intussusception; it exercises a selecdve choice on the substances offered to it; it
changes the chemical constitution of its nutriment before assimilating it. Like a

living thing it ejects into its environment the waste products of its function. More-
over, it grows and develops structures like those of living organisms, and it is sensi-

tive to many exterior changes, which infuence its form and development. But these

very phenomena-nutrition, assimilation, sensibility, growth, and organization-
are generally asserted to be the sole characteristics of liG.15

These analogies, and various others, between organisrns and physico-chemi-
cal systems have often been used to answer the vitalistic claim that growth,
rnetabolism, regeneration, and the like are phenomena that cannot be exhibited
by a "machine" or by a system governed exclusively by physico-chemical
laws.r6 But, while the models can refute that contention, they do not provide
a positive theoretical explanation of the biological phenomena in question.
In fact, Leduc does not even state any physico-chemical laws that would
explain the striking plantlike shapes exhibited by some of the osmotic growths
he produces by chemical mearrs; even less, therefore, does he establish that the

14. See Leduc's profusely illustrated books (1911), (1912).

15. Leduc (1911), p. 159.

16. Cf.,forexample,thecrystalanalogy,u'hichisdiscussedinBertalantry(1933),pp.100-
102; and see also the instructive discussion ofphysico-chemical models ofbiological phenomena
in Bonhoeffer (1948), where the motivating consideration here referred to is explicitly sug-
gested. In this context, we might mention also sorne more recent physical models of cer-
tain aspects oflearning, whose construction, again, is prompted at least in part by the desire

to counter vitalistic and similar claims: such models are presented in Baernstein and Hull
(1931) and Krueger and Huil (1931).
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same laws also account for the shapes of the "natural" plants modeled by those

artificial growths. Similar comments apply to "metabolism," "regeneration,"
and so forth in osmotic and in organic growths.

Besides, the isomorphisrns exhibited by Leduc's and similar models concern
only regularities of a vague qualitative kind illustrated by the passage quoted
above: organisms grow and decay, and so do their osrnotic counterparts; there
is an exchange of materials between organism and environment, and an ex-
change of materials between each of the models and its environment; there is

some measure of repair of injuries in organisms and in their physico-chemical
models, and so on. Because of their lack of specificity, generalizations of this
kind do not have rnuch explanatory force. In this respect, the analogies here

exhibited are vastly inferior to those between water waves and electromagnetic
waves, for example, which rest on a syntactical isornorphism of two extensive

theories formulated in mathematical terms.

As we noted, all references to analogies or analogical models can be dis-
pensed with in the systematic statement of scientific explanations. But the
discovery of an isomorphism between different sets of laws or theoretical
principles may prove useful in other respects.

First, it may make for "intellectual econorny" :r7 lf certain laws governing
a "new" class of phenonena are isomorphic with those for another class, which
have already been studied in detail, then all the logical consequences of the

latter can be transferred to the new domain by simpiy replacing all extra-logical
terms by their counterparts. An important study by Gaussls takes as its point
of departtrre the observation that the forces of gravitational attraction and of
electric and magnetic attraction and repulsion betwecn ally two "clcments" are

all inversely proportional to the sqrlare of their distance and dircctly proportional
to the product of their masses or electric charges, or nlagnctic strcngths, re-
spectively. On the basis of this nomic isomorphisrn, Gauss dcvclops a gcncral
mathematical theory for all forces governed by a law of thc spccificd form,
and especially for the corresponding potentials, without distinguishing bctwccn
the different subject matters to which the resulting theory can bc applicd.le
This aspect of nouric isomorphisms has rcccntly found important practical
applications in the construction of analogue conlpr.rters and similar dcvices.

For example, the isomirrphism turdcrlying thc analogy between the I1ow of a

17. Duhem (1906), p. 15a.

18. Gauss (1840.

19. The discovery and utilization of nonric isonrorphisms bctween different fields of
inquiry is one ol the objectives of "general systcm theory" as conceived by IJertalanffy;
see his briefstatements (1951) and (195fi), where rrrany further relercnces will bc foturd. Somc
comnlents on the program of exploring isourorphisms in the rnanncr envisaged by
Bertalanfy are includcd in Hcntpel (1951a).
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liquid through a pipe and the flow of an electric current through a wire enables

the designer of a large and costly water-pumping system to determine the
optimal characteristics of the pumps and the network of pipes by means of
small and inexpensive electric analogues.

Analogies and models based on nomic isomorphisms may also facilitate
one's grasp of a set of explanatory laws or theoretical principles for a new
domain of inquiry by exhibiring a parallel with explanatory principles for
a more familiar domain: in this manner, they can contribtite to the pragmatic
effectiveness of an explanation.

More important, well-chosen analogies or models may prove useful "in
the context of discovery," i.e., they may provide effective heuristic guidance

in the search for new explanatory principles. Thus, while an analogical model
itself explains nothing, it may suggest extensions of the analogy on which it
was originally based. Norbert'Wiener mentions a case of this kind. An analogy
he and Bigelow had envisaged between certain types of voluntary human
behavior and the behavior of a machine governed by a negative feedback

systeln suggested to them that there might exist, for purposive behavior, an

analogue to the conditions, which are theoreticaliy well understood, in which
a Gedback system breaks down through a series of wild oscillations. Such an

analogue was indeed found in the pathological condition of purpose tremor,
in which a patient trying to pick up an object overshoots the mark and then
goes into uncontrollable oscillations.zo To give another example: Maxwell
appears to have arrived at his equations for the electronr.agnetic field byjudicious
use of mechanical analogies of electromagnetic phenomena. This led Boltzmann
to say that the high praise Heinrich Hertz had bestowed on Maxwell's theo-
retical accomplishment was earned primarily by Maxwell's ingenuity in
devising fruitful mechanical analogies rather than by his mathematical
analysis.2l

Analogies may prove useful in devising, and in expanding, microstructure
theories such as the kinetic theory of heat or the theory accounting for the

coding and transmission of genetic information in terms of specific hypotheses

about the molecular strrlctLlre of the genes. It should be noted, however, that
such theories are intended to expiain observable rnacrophysical uniformities
by suitable assumptions about the underlying microphysical structures and

processes and that the latter are not, as a rnle, presented as analogical models

only. When Lord Kelvin sought to account for uniformities in the absorption

20. See Wiener (19a8), pp. 13-15 and chapter 4.

21. Boltzmann (1905), p. 8; also (1891), p. iii. For various other illustrations and an

illuminating general discussion of the role of analogics in physical theorizing, see Nagel
(1961), pp. 107-17.
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and dispersion of light by construing each of the material molecules involved
in these processes on the model of a set of nested rigid metal spheres separated

from each other by springs, he did not, ofcourse, claim to describe the actual

microstructure of matter, and it would have been beside the point to request

evidence in support of the assumption that molecules consist of nested metal

spheres and springs. However, the kinetic theory of heat does assert, among

other things, that a gas consists of molecules in rapid motion; it specifies the

numbers and masses of the particles involved, the distribution of their velocities

and its dependence on the temperature, the mean free paths of the molecules

and the mean time interval between successive collisions, and so forth; and in
regard to these and many other specific implications, supporting evidence can

be signiiicantly asked for and can indeed be supplied.

Similarly, theories about the elementary particles constituting the atomic

nuclei of various elements, or about the molecular structure of the genes, are

presented as accounts of the actual structure of the systems in question, and

not just as analogical models. Like any other theory in ernpirical science, such

microstructure theories are put forward "until further notice," i.e., with the

understanding that they may have to be modified or completely withdrawn in
the light ofsubsequently discovered unfavorable evidence; and often they are

offered only as approximations. Nevertheless, they differ in the respect just
indicated from accounts formulated in terms of analogical models.

In some microstructure theories, the basic constituents of the macrophe-

nomena under study are assumed to be governed by laws that are identical or
syntactically isomorphic with a set of laws governing an already well-explored
field of inquiry. A characteristic example is the assumption that the motions

and collisions of gas molecules conform to the laws for the motions and col-
lisions of elastic billiard balis. Indeed, some writers have insisted that the basic

assumptions or equations of any good scientific theory must exhibit that kind
of analogy. One eloquent proponent of this view is the physicist N. R.

Campbell.
Campbell considers it the principal function of theories to provide deductive

explanations of laws, i.e., of "propositions which assert ttniformities discovered

by experiment or observation."s2 He characterizes a theory as consisting of
two sets of propositioni, which he calls the hypothesis and the dictionary. The

hypothesis is formulated in terms of "ideas which are characteristic of the

theory," or in terms of theoretical concepts, as we might say. The dictionary
provides a physical interpretation of the hypothesis by translating some but
not necessarily all of its propositions into others which involve no theoretical

22. Campbell (1920), p.71.
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concepts and which can be verified or falsified, without any reference to the

theory, by suitable experiments or observations.2s

Campbell demands of a scientific theory that it be capable of explaining
empirically established laws: such explanation consists in deducing the laws

from the hypothesis in conjunction with the dictionary. "But," he insists,
"in order that a theory may be valuable it must have a second characteristic;

it must display an analogy. The propositions of the hypothesis must be analogous

to some known laws." He adds: "analogies are not'aids'to the establishment

of theories; they are an utterly essential part of theories, without which theories

would be completely valueless and unworthy of the name."z4 kr support of
this contention, Campbell constructs a small quasi-theoretical system which does

deductively imply an empirical law, but which clearly is not an acceptable

scientific theory; and this, in Campbell's opinion, because its hypothesis lacks

the requisite analogy to known laws. Let us briefy consider that system, which
I will call S.25

The hypothesis of S is expressed in terms of four quantitati.ve theoretical
concepts a, b, c, d, which are functions of certain "independent variables"
u, t), w,.... The hypothesis states that a and b are constant functions, and

that c is identicd with /.
The dictionary of S consists of the following two speci{ications: the

statement that (c2 -f d2) a: R, where R is a positive rational number, implies

that the resistance of some particular piece of pure metal is R; and the

statement that cdlb : 7 implies that the temperature of the same piece of
metal is 7.

Now, the hypothesis of S deductively implies that

(cz -t d2), 
lrn 

: 2ab : constant

Interpreting the quotient on the left by means of the dictionary we obtain,

according to Campbell, the following law: "The ratio of the resistance of a

piece of pure metal to its absolute temperature is constant." (Actuaily, this

23. Campbell (1920), pp.722, states: "The dictionary relates some ofthese propositions

of which the truth or falsity is known to certain propositions involving the hypothetical ideas

by stating that if the first set ofpropositions is true then the second set is true and uice uersa;

this relation rnay be expressed by the statement that the first set implies the second." (Italics

supplied.) This is clearly a nonstandard use of the word'implies'; in the following discrrssion,

I will therelore use the phrasb 'deductively implies' to refer to the nonsymmetrical logical
relation, in contradistinction to the symmetrical relation which Campbell has in mind, and

which I suggested by saying that according to Campbell the dictionary traulates certain

theoretical propositions into empirical ones.

24. Campbell (1920), p.129.
25. See Campben (1920), pp.123-24.
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proposition follows only for the particular piece of metal reftrred to in the

dictionary; but let us waive this point as inessential for the idea under

consideration).
This law, then, is logically deducible from the system S and is in this sense

explained by S. But Campbell argues: "If nothing but this were required we
should never lack theories to explain our laws; a schoolboy in a day's work
could solve the problems at which generations have laboured in vain by the

most trivial process of trial and error. 'What is wrong with the theory. . . ,
what makes it absurd and unworthy of a single moment's consideration, is

that it does not display any analogy."26

Campbell is certainly right in rejecting the "theory" S, but his diagnosis of
its shortcomings seems to me incorrect. What is wrong with the theory, so it
seems to me, is that it has no empirically testable consequences other than the

law in question (and whatever is logically implied by it alone); whereas a

j worthwhile scientific theory explains an empirical law by exhibiting it as one

aspect of more comprehensive underlying regularities, which have a variery
of other testable aspects as well, i.e., which also imply various other empirical
laws. Such a theory thus provides a systematically unified account of many
different ernpirical laws. Besides, as was noted in section 2, a theory will
normally imply refinements and modifications of previously established

empirical laws rather than deductively imply the laws as originally formulated.

The diagnosis that it is this defect rather than the absence of analogy which
&squali{ies S can be further supported by the observation that systems can

readily be constructed which do display some analogy to known laws and

which are nevertheless worthless for science because they suffer from the same

defect as S. For example, let the hypothesis of a system S'assert offour theoretical

quantities a, b, c, d that for any object u,

.,.,, _ kro(r); 
d(ri :Wc\u) :W' u\t')-;6

where /e, and k, are numerical constants; and let the dictionaryof S' specify

that for any piece u of pure metal,c(u) is its resistance and d(u)the reciprocal

of its absolute temperature. Then S', too, deductively implies the law
cited above, and, in addition, each of the two propositions in the hypothesis

displays an analogy to a known law; for example, to Ohm's law. Yet, S' does

26. Campbell (1920), pp. 129-30. Campbell allows, however, that there is a type of theory,
illustrated by Fourier's theory of heat conduction, for which analogy may play a less im-
portant role (pp. 140-44). For the purposes ofthe present discussion, those theories clearly need

not be considered.
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not qualify as a scientific theory any more than does S, and clearly for the san:.e

reason.
'While 

thus, in nly judgment, Campell fails to establish that analogy plays

an essential logic-systematic role in scientific theorizing and theoretical explain-
ing, some of his pronorlncements squarely place his requirement of analogy
within the dornain of the pragmatic-psychological aspects of explanation.
This is illustrated by his statement that "an analogy is a function of the con-
templating mind; when we say that one set bf propositions is analogous to
another we are saying something about its efFect on our rninds; whether or no
it produces that effect on the minds of others, it will still have that effect on
our own."2? Surely, analogy thus subjectively conceived cannot be an indis-
pensible aspect of objective scientific theories.

Considering the great heuristic value of structural analogies, it is natural
that a scientist attempting to frame a new theory should let himself be guided
by concepts and laws that have proved fruitful in previously explored areas.

But if these should fail, he will have to resort to ideas that depart more and more
from the familiar ones. In Bohr's early theory of the atom, for example, the
assumption of electrons orbiting around the nucleus without radiating energy
violates the principles of classical electrodynamics; and in the subsequent

development of quantum theory, the analogy of the basic theoretical principles
to "known laws" has been reduced considerably further in return for increased

scope and greater explanatory and predictive power.
What remains as the principal requirement for scientific explanation is

thus the inferential subsumption of the explanandum under comprehensive

general principles, irrespective of the analogies these may display to previously
established laws.

There is yet another kind of model, often referred to as theoretical or
mathematical model, which is widely used for explanatory purposes, for example
in psychology, sociology, and economics. It is exempli{ied by the numerous
mathematical models of learning, by theoretical models of attitude change and

of confict behavior, and by a great variety of models for social, political, and

economic phenomena.2s

27. Campbell(1920),p.l44.ForfurtherlightontheseissuesseeHesse(1963); chapter2
of this book has the form of a dialogue between a "Campbellian" and a "Duhemian", in
which various arguments concerning the significance of models and analogies for scientific
theorizing are surveyed and suggestively appraised.

28. The relevant literature is vast, and only a very few specific references can be given
here. A particularly lucid general discussion of theoretical models in psychology, together
with a specific modelof conflict behavior, is presented in Miller (1951). On models for learning,
see for example Bush and Mosteller (1955) ; the introduction of this book lucidly formu-
iates the methodology of the authors' procedure. The collective ,ol.o*e L^r^rffilrlnll)rrr"r,
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Broadly speaking, and disregarding many differences in detail, a theoretical
model of this kind has the character of a theory with a more or less limited
scope of application. Its basic assumptions concenl interdependencies of different
characterictics of the subject matter in question. Those characteristics are often,
but not always, represented by quantitative parameters or "variables"; these

may be more or less directly observable or measurable, or they may have the

status of theoretical concepts with at least a partial empirical interpretation,
effected, perhaps, by "operational definition." This is true, for example, of those

parameters which represent statistical probabilities for certain kinds of behavior.
The basic hypotheses of the model often construe some of the parameters as

mathematical functions of others, but they do not always have this quantitative
character.2e From the basic hypotheses, in conjunction with the interpretation,
specific consequences can be inferred concerning the empirical phenomena to
which the model pertains: thus, it becomes possible to test the model and to
put it to explanatory and pre&ctive use. The resulting explanations and pre-
dictions may be deductive-nomological or inductive-statistical, depending on
the form of the hypotheses included in the model.

The use of the term 'theoretical model' rather than 'theory' is perhaps meant
to indicate that the systems in question have distinct limitations, especially

when compared with advanced physical theories. To begin with, their basic

assumptions are often known to be idealizations or oversimplifications. For

example, they may disregard certain factors that are known to be of some rele-

vance to the given subject matter; this would be true, e.g., of a theoretical
model for economic behavior based on the assumption of strict economic
rationality of the agents concerned. Next, the formulation of the interrelations

between different factors may be deliberately oversimplified, perhaps in order
to make the application of the model to particular casesmathematicallymanage-

able. In addition, the class of phenomena with which the model is concerned

may be quite limited; for example, a theoretical model of decision making
under risk might be restricted to decisions which are made under rather arti-

29. This is true, for example, of Miller's theoretical model of conflict behavior, which is

formulated in terms of comparative hypotheses such as "The tendencey to approach a goal
is stronger the nearer the subject is to it." Miller (1951), p. 90.

includes presentations of mathematical models for various aspects of social behavior as well as

essays devoted to the analysis of particular models or to general problems concerning the

methodology ofmodel construction. An exceilent general account ofthe role of mathematical

models in the social sciences is given in Arrow (1951), and the symposia Society for Ex-
perimental Biology (1960) and International Union of History and Philosophy of Sciences

(1961) contain some interesting papers on the role of models in empirical science. The essay

Brodbeck (1959) includes illuminating observations on the character and the function of
theoretical models.
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ficial experimentally controlled conditions, and which are limited to a small

number of rather trivial options.
But such peculiarities can also be found in the field of physical theorizing,

and they do not bar the systems in question from the status of potentially
explanatory theories. However, a limited scope and only approximate validity
within that scope may severely restrict the actual explanatory and predictive

vaiue of a theoretical model.

7. GENETIC EXPLANATION AND COVERING LA'WS

The covering-law models have often been criticized on the ground that

while they may correctly represent the structure and the irnport of some of the

explanations put forward by empirical science, they fail to do justice to many

others. In the present section and in those that follow I propose to examine

some important modes and aspects of scientific explanation that have been cited

in support of this contention, and I will attempt to indicate what light the

covering-law conception can shed Llpon their logic and their force.

One explanatory procedure, which is widely used in history, though not
in history alone, is that of genetic explanation; it presents the phenomenon

under study as the final stage of a developmental sequence, and accordingly

accounts for the phenomenon by describing the successive stages of that

sequence.

Consider, for example, the practice of selling indulgences, in the form it
had taken when Luther was a young man. The ecclesiastic historian H. Boehmer

tells us that until the beginning of the twentieth century, "the indulgence was

in fact still a great unknown quantity, at sight of which the scholar would ask

himself with a sigh: 'Where did it come fromi"'Ananswerwassuggested by

Adolf Gottlob, who tackled the problem by asking himself what led the popes

and bishops to offer indulgences. As a result, ". . . origin and development of
the unknown quantity appeared clearly in the light, and doubts as to its original

meaning came to an end. It revealed itseH as a true descendant of the time of
the great struggle between Christianity and Islam, and at the same time a

highly characteristic product of Germanic Christianity."l
According to this conception,2 the origins of the indulgence date back to

the ninth century, when the popes were strongly concerned with the fight
against Islam. The Mohammedan fighter was assured by the teachings of his

1. Boehmer (1930), p. 91. Gottlob's strdy, Kreuzablass und Almosenablass, was publishcd

in 1906; rJ the references to the work of Gottlob and other investigators in Schwiebert

(1950), notes to chapter 10.

2. I am here following the accounts in Boehmer (1930), chapter 3 and in Schwiebett

(1950), chapter 10.
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religion that if he were to be killed in battle his soul would immediately go to
heaven, but the christian hadtofear that he might still be lost if he had not done
the regular penance for his sins. To allay these doubts,John VII, in877, promised
absolution for their sins to crusaders who should be killed in battle. "once the
crusade was so highly thought of, it was an easy transition to regard participation
in a crusade as eq,ivalent to the perfornance of atonement . . . and to promise
remission of . . . penances in return for expeditions against the Church's en-
emies."3 Thus, there was introduced the indulgence of the Cross, which granted
complete remission of the penitential punishment to all those who participated
in a religious war. "If it is remernbered what inconveniences, what ecclesiastical
and civil disadvantages the ecclesiastical penances entailed, it is easy to under-
stald that penitents focked to obtain this indulgence."4 A further srrong
incentive came from the belief that whoevcr obtained an indulgence secured
liberation not only from the ecclesiastical penances, but also from the cor-
responding suffering in pr-rrgatory after death. The benefits of these indulgences
were next extended to those who, being physically unfir to participate in a

religious war, contributed the funds required to send a soldier on a crusade.
In1.199, Pope Innocent III recognized the payment of money as adequate quali-
fication for the benefits of a crusading indulgence.

When the crusades were on the decline, new ways were explored of raising
f*nds through indulgences. Thus, there was instituted a 'jubilee indulgence,"
to be celebrated every hundred years, for the benefit of pilgrims coming to
Rome on that occasion. The first of these indulgences, in 1300, brought in
huge sttms of uroney, and the interval bctween successive jubilee indulgences
was therefore reduced to 50, 33, and even 25 years. And frorn 1393 on, the
jubilee indulgence was made available, not only in Ro,re, brt everywhere in
E.rope, thro.gh special agents who were empowered to absolve pcnitent
sinners upon receiving appropriate payrnent. The develop,rent went still
further: in7477, a dogmatic declaration by Sixtus IV attributed to the indul-
gence the power of delivering even the dead from purgarory.

Undeniably, a gcnetic accoullt of this kind can enhance our undcrstanding
of a historical phenor.ncnon. But its explanatory role seenls to me basically
nomological in charactcr. For the successivc stages singlcd out for consideration
surely r.nust be qualified for their function by morc than the fact that thcy form
a temporal sequcnce and that they all preccde the final stagc, which is to be
explained: the mcre ennmeration in a yearbook of "thc year's important
events" in the order of thcir occnrrencc clearly is not a genetic explanation of
the final evellt or of anything else. In a gcnctic explanation cach stagc must be

3. Boehmer (1930), p.92.
4. Boehmer (1.930), p. 93.
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shown to "lead to" the next, and thus to be linked to its snccessor by virtue of
some general principles which make tire occurrence of the latter at least reason-

ably probable, given thc fornrcr. But in this sense, even sttccessivc stages in a

physical phenomenon such as the free fall of a stone may be rcgarded as fonning
a genetic seqrlence whose different stages-charactedzed, let us say, by the

position and the velocity of the stone at difibrent times-are interconnected

by strictly universal laws; and the sttccessive stages in the ruovement of a steel

ball bouncing its zigzaggy way down a Galton Board5 may be regarded as

forming a genetic seqtlence with probabilistic connectious.

The genetic accotlnts given by historians are not, of course, of the purely
nornological kind suggested by thcse cxarnples from physics. Rather, they com-
bine a certain rlleasrlre of nonrological iutcrconnecting with rl1ore or less large

anlorlnts of straight description. For consider an interrnediate stage mentioned

in a genetic accorlnt. Some aspects of it will be presented as having evolved

from the preccding stages (in virtue of conuecting laws, which oftcn will be

no more than hinted at) ; other aspects, which are not accotlnted for by infor-
mation about the preceding dcvelopmeut, will be descriptivcly added because

they are relevant to an urderstaltcling of subscquent stages i[ the genetic

sequence. Thus, schematically spcaking, a genetic explanation will begin with
a prlre description of an initial stagc; thcnce, it will proceed to an account of
a second stage, part of which is nomologically linked to, and explained by, the

characteristic features of the initial stage, while the balance is siurply added

descriptivcly becanse of its relevance for the explanation of some parts of the

third stagc, and so forth.6
The following diagram schematically rcprcsents the way nomological

explanation is cornbined with straightforward description in a genetic account

of this kind:

J1

Each arrow indicatcs a presumptivc uomic connection between two stlc-

cessive stages; it presupposes uniformities which as a rule are not stated fully

5. For a dcscription of the device and r probabilistic analysis of its workings, see, for
exarrrplc, Mnes (1939), pp. 237-40.

6. This conception of the structure of gcnetic explanation in history is in basic accord

with that sct forth by Nagcl (1961), pp. 56,1-(>8, in the context ofa vcry substantial and compre-

hensive discussion of problcnrs in the logic of historical inquiry. The presupposition of
connecting generalizations in historic-genetaic cxplanations is emphasized also in Frankel
(1959), p. 412 ard in Goldstcin (1958), pp. 475J9. On the role of"coherent narrative" /r.
covering-1aw explanation in rlatural history, scc also Goudge (1958).
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and explicitly, and which may be of the strictly universal kind or-more
Iikely-of a statistical kind. Sr, Sr, . . . , Sn are sets of sentences expressing all
the information that the genetic account gives about the first, second, . . , nth
stage. For each of these stages except the first and the last, the information
thus provided falls into two parts: one-represented by S'r, S'r,...,S',_1-
describes those facts about the given stage which are explained by reference

to the preceding stagc; the other-represented by Dr, Dr,..., D,-r-consti-
tutes information about further facts which are adduced without explanation,
because of their explanatory significance for the next stage. It will hardly be

necessary to re-emphasize that this characterization of genetic explanation is

highly schematic; it is intended to exhibit the afiinities which this procedure
has to nollrological explanation on one hand and to descriptioll on the other.
In practice, thcse two colrlponcnts will often be hard to scparate; instead of
neatly presenting a set of intcrconnecting but distinct stages in temporal
sncccssion, a genetic accorlnt is likely to give descriptions of, and suggest

connections bctwecn, a great variety of facts and events that are spread over
a certain temporal range and are not easily grouped into clusters constitrlting
successive stages.

In our illustration the asstttnption of some connecting laws or lawlike
principles is indicated by the references to lllotivating factors; for example, the

explanatory claims made for the popes' desire to sccure a fighting force or to
amass even larger funds clearly presrlpposes psychological assurnptions abont
the nranner in which an intelligent individual will tend to act, ir1 the lightof his

factual bcliefs, when he sccks to attain a given objective. Psychological uni-
formities are implicit also in the reference to the fear of purgatory as explaining
thc cagerness with which indulgcnces were bought. Again, whcn onc historian
obscrves that thc hugc financial success of thc first jubilec indulgence "only
whetted thc insatiablc appctite of the popes. The period of timc r,vas variously
rednccd from 100 to 50, to 33, to 25 fears,"t the cxplanation thus suggcsted

rests or1 a psychological assumption akin to the idea of reinforccmcnt by rcwards.
But, of course, cven if somc fomrulation of this idca wcre expiicitly adduccd, thc
rcsulting accoullt would provide at the vcry nlost a partial explanation; it
could not show, for exaurple, why the intervcning intcrvals should havc had

thc particular lcngths hcrc mcntioncd.
Thosc factors which, in our illustration, arc simply dcscribcd or tacitly pre-

supposcd as "brutc facts," to use Nagel's phrase,8 includc, for examplc, the
relcvant doctrincs, thc organization, and the powcr of thc Church; the occur-
rencc of thc crusades and thc eventual dccline of this movenlellt; and a grcat

7. Schwiebert (1950), p.304.
8. Nagel (1961), p.566.
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many additional factors which are not explicitly mentioned, but which have

to be understood as background conditions if the genetic accolrnt is to serve

its explanatory purpose.

Let us consider briefy another example of genctic.explanation, taken from

Toynbee. In 1839 the principal maternity hospital in the city of Alexandria

was located on the grounds of the navy arsenal. "This sounds odd," Toynbee

notes, "but we shall see that it was inevitable as soon as we retrace the sequence

of events that led to this at first surprising result.'re Toynbee's genetic accollnt

is, briefly, as follows. By 1839 Mehmed 'Ali Pasha, the Ottoman governor of
Egypt, had been at work for more than thirty years to equip himself with

effective armaments, and particularly with a fleet of warships in the 'Western

style. He realtzed that his naval establishment would not be self-sullicient

tinless he was in a position to have his warships built in Egypt by native workers,

and that a comperent group of Egyptian naval technicians could be trained only

by 'western naval specialists, who would have to be hired for this Purpose.

The governor therefore advertised for 'Western exPerts, offering them very

attracrive salaries. But the specialists who applied for the positions were un-

willing to come without their families, and they wanted to be sure of medical

care that was adequate by Western standards. The governor therefore also

hired Western physicians to attend the naval exPerts and their families. The

doctors found, however, that they had time to do additional work; and,

"being the energetic and public-spirited medical practitioners that they were,

they resolved to do something for the local Egyptian population as well. . . .

Maternity work was obviously the first call. So a maternity hospital arose within

the precincts of the naval arsenal by a train of events which, as yoll will now

recognize, was inevitable."lo

Toynbee thus seeks to explain the initially odd fact in question by showing

how it came abotit "inevitab1y," as the final stage of a seqtlence of intercon-

nected events; and he refers to the case as an examPle of the "process of one

thing leading ro another"ll in intercultural relations. But wherein lies the in-

evitJility withwhich one thing leads to the nextl At several points in Toynbee's

accollnt, the presumptive connection is sr-rggested by the cxplanatory reference

to the motivating reasons of the agents; but these provide explanatory grounds

for the resulting actions only on the assumption that peoplc motivated by such

and strclr reasons wlII gencrally act, or wrll tend to act, in certain charactcristic

ways. Thus, the conception of one thing inevitably leading to another here

pr.r.rppor., a connection by lawlike principles that hold for certain kinds of

9. Toynbee (1953), P.75.
10. Ibid., P.77.
11. tbid., p.75.
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human action. The character of sr-rch principles and the logic of the explana-
tions based on thcm w'ill be examined rnore closely in scctions 9 and 10 of this
essay.

I will now briefy consider sonle controversial issues concerning genetic
explanation in history on which the preceding considerations might sired some
light.

Dray has argued that genetic explanation in history has logical peculiarities
which can be thrown into relief by a comparison with what he calls "the model
of the continuous series."12 He illustrates the model by an account that explains
the stalling of an automobile engine by tracing it back to a leak in the oil
reservoir: as a result of the leak, the oil drained out, which deprived the cylin-
ders and pistons oflubrication, thus leading to frictional heating and expansion

of the pistons and cylindcr wails, so that the rnetals locked tightly and the engine

stopped. Dray pllts much cmphasis on the clairn that by revealing the mechan-
ism of the failure, this srcpwisc account provides an understanding that would
not be conveyed by citing a covering law linking the failure directly to the
leak: " Of couf.rc the engine seized up-and I say this because I can now envisage

a corrtirtttorrs scries of lnppeririqs bctween the leak and the engine seizure which
themselves are quite understandable-as the original seqtlence '1eak-to-seizure'

was 110t."13

IfI understand it correctly, Dray's defensc of this claim resrs ro a considerable

extent on undeniable pragmatic differcnces between the two accounts: the

seqLrcntial accorlnt affords an insight that is not provided when the final stage

is iurmediately linked to the initial one. But this praglnatic differencc is associated,

I think, with a non-pragnlatic one whichjr.rstifies the claim that the two accorlnts
differ in explanatory power. To see this, let us, for the sake of the argnmcnt,
grant nonlological status to thc statenlcftt, L, that whcnevcr the oil rcscrvoir
of a properly built car dcvelops a leak, its engine will fail. This law could then
be invoked for a low-level explanation of certain particular cases of engine
failure. The sequential account, on the other hand, traces thc process through
a seqrlence of stages and presents each of these as govcmcd by certain "sub-laws",

as Dray calls them, such as those connccting the friction bctween pistons and
cylinder walls with heating and expansion of the metals. Bnt an adeqrlate sct

of such laws will cnable us not ol11y to accoullt for particular cases of engine
failure, but also to explain why the law L holds, i.c., why it is that an oil leak
in a properly built car gutcrally leads to cngine failure.

In the case ofgenetic explanation in history, thcrc is an additional reason for

12. Dray \1957), pp.66 tr.

13- Ibid., p. (r8, italics thc author's. For observations in a sinrilar vcin and further illus-
trations. see Darrto (195o), pp.23-25.
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regarding an account by stages as essential for the achievement of understanding:here we have no overan raw which, in analogy ,o th. t"* r;il. precedingexample, links the finar srage of the process immediately to the initiar one. Asour schematic characterization incricates, the particurar data about the initialstage do not by themserves sufice to accoxnt for alr specified aspects of thefinal stage' To exprain the latter, *. n..J further d"r;,;;^rh;. ,r. p.orid.din in'tallments by the infor.ration about additional ..brute 
facts,, in the de_scriptions of the intervening stages.

our construal of genetic expranation also cloes justice to the compraintthar the laws we might actuaily t. able to adduce in the context of historicalexplanation, including psychologicar and other laws of .orrrror'..*perience,
prove trivial and inadequate when we try to account for the rich and distinctivepeculiarities which srpposedly make historical .".,rr, .rrrqu., JrJ *hl.t ,..therefore of special interest io th. historian. considering, for example, thesubtlety and complexity.of some of the psychorogical ."pl"rir"", that havebeen proposed for the i.:i:": of historical hf.r."r, this charge may be somewharoverstated; but undeniably^it has a good f,err of -.rir. 

"a.rJie 
moder.yustoutlined rnakes allowance for the di#curty by providinf ;;;i;;"""ductioninto a genetic accollnt of a more or less art"rrri,o. mass of deails which aresimply described, without being explrin.J by ,"f.r.nce to orrr.. p..ri.,rt.,facts and connecting uniformitils.

8. EXPLANATION-BY-CONCEPT

Another mode of explanation which presurnabry presents difficurties forthe coveringJa* .on..ption has been po-'r.a out by o."y,-*rr"^..nsiders itsrole in historical inquiry' Dray cans i, l'.*pt"i.rirrg 
what" or "expranarion-by-

concept," on the gro*nd th.i . ,.qu.rt fo, ,r, acco*1t of this iind typicalytakes the form'what was it that h"ip.n.d in this caser,, and that the historian"deals v,ith it by offering .., .*plrortio" 
"i rrr. fo,, .it 

was a so-and-so,.,,rDray illustrates rhe idea_by.a p"rr.g. from Ramsey Muir,s Short History of theBritish comnro'wearth. It d.ri.ib.icertain.hrng., ,t., ,ool"ph." io t"t.eighteenth centrlry Engrand-such as the .r.roru.. of agricurtuial lands, thebeginnings ofindustriaiproduction, ..rd th. irrprovernent of communication-and then continues: "It was not merery 
"r-..oro-i. change that was thusbeginnirrg; it was a social revoruriorr." 6.ry argues that though the historiandoes nor a*empt to tell us..here why o. t i* ,h. .rr.o,, ,rra?, irr..rrigationcame about, his "assertion, 'it was , ,oci"r revorution', t, ," ."pr."rrior r.r"r-

1. Dray (1959), p. 403, italics the aurhor,s.
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theless. It explains what happened as a social revolutiorr."Z Dray characterizes

this kind of account as "explanation by means of a general concept rather than

a general law. For the explanation is given by finding a satisfactory classifcatiott

of what seems to require explanation."3 Dray adds that if any generalization

is essential to this kind of explanation, then it does not take the form of a

general law; for "what is to be explained is a collection of happenings or con-

ditions, x, y and z; and the relevant generalization would be of the form:
'x,y andz amoLlnt to a Q'. Such an explanatory generalizationis summative;

it allows us to refer to x, y and z collectively as 'a so-and-so'. And historians

find it intellectually satisfying to be able to represent the events and conditions

they study as related in this way."+
But surely not every such representation can be regarded as explanatory:

the particular occllrrences referred to by Muir, for example, might be trtrth-
fully but unilluminatingly classified also as changes involving more than 1000

persons and affecting all area of over 100 square miles. If there is explanatory

signi{icance to characteriz;ng x, !, and z collectively as a Q, it is because the

characterization implies that the particular cases fit into, or conform to, some

general pattern that is characteristic of Q.
I will illustrate this first by some exampies which show, at the same time,

that the procedure in question is also used outside the domain of historiography.

Torricelli's explanation of why a simple stlction pump can raise water by

no rrore than 34 feet has been said to rest on the "conceptual scheme" of a

"sea of air" surronnding the earth.s But clearly that scheme has explanatory

force only because it assumes a nomic analogy between the sea of air and a sea

of water, namely, that "there would be an air Pressure on all objects submerged

in this sea of air exactly as there is water pressure below the surface of the

ocean,"6 and that the pressure is determined by the weight of the column of
air above the object in question: this is indeed how Torricelli reasoned. Thus

the explanation by means of his conceptual scheme effects a subsumption of
the explanandum phenomenon under general hypotheses.

Next, as an example that shows a clear similarity to that cited by Dray,

consider the statement: 'Otto's running nose and infamed eyes, and the red

spots srlrrounded by white areas that have just appeared on the mucous linings

of his cheeks are not just isolated occtlrrences: they are, all of them, symptoms

marking the onset of a full-blown case of the measles'. This diagnostic classifi-

2. Ibid., )talics the author's.
3. Dray (1959), p. 404, italics the author's.

4. tbid., p.406.
5. Conant (1951), p. 69.

6. tbid.
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cation accounts for the particr,rlar complaints cited by pointing orlt that they
joindy conform to the clinical partern of the r:reasles; i.e., that they arc of
certain characteristic kinds and occur in a characteristic temporal order, that

they will be foilowed by further specilic symptoms, and that the illness will
tend to take a certain characteristic cotrrse. To interpret a set of complaints

as rnanifestations of the rneasles is surely to claim that they fit into a certain

pattern of rcgularities (which will be of statistical rathcr than of strictly universal
form) ; and such an accorrnt accords with the covering-law conception of
cxplanation.

Or consider the "classi{ication" of a particular tequence of lightning and

thunder as a case of a powerful electric discharge gcnerating a violent disturbance

of the air. This does indeed have explanatory import, but clearly by virtue of
pointing out that the particular set of cvents showed the charactcristics generally
exhibited by powcrful discharges and by the disturbanccs they create in the

air; or, more precisely, that they conform to the laws characteristic of the sort

of phenomenon as an instance of which the particular case is classified or in-
terpreted.

In Dray's quotation from Muir, the pronouncement "it was a social revo-
lution" similarly carries the suggestion that an explanatory diagnosis is being
offered-a srrggestion that is reinforced by the following amplificatory passage,

which directly follows the sentence quoted by Dray: "The old, settled, stable

order which we described as existing in Britain in the middle of the eighteenth

centrlry was being wholly transformed. . . . But the full significance of this

change was as yet quite trnrealized. Securely enthroned, the old governing
classes were wholly blind to the forces that were at work beneath their feet,

undermining the very foundations of their power, and making it incvitable

that sooner or later the political syste1l1 shoLrld be rcadjusted to accord with
thc changc in the social order."7 'We have hcrc the suggcstiol) of a diagnosis

or interpretation to the effect that the particular changes in agriculturc, in-
dustrial prodnction, and communications that Muir had described before

were early rnaniGstations of a larger process whosc different phases are not
associated coincidentally, but with some inevitability. Thus again-if only
vcry vaguely and skctchily-the particular cases arc assigncd a place in a

comprehensive patterll of connections.'Whatcver explanatory significance

Muir's statement may have-and to me, it scems rather slight-surely lics in
the suggestion of a diagnosis of the sort that is more plainly illustrated by
our preceding two illustrations, which conform, in broad outline, to the

covering-law conception.

7" Muir (1922), p. 123.
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Other examples of what Dray calls explanation-by-concept are provided
by the various interpretations of the American Civil -War 

as the result of a

conspiracy by some Northern-or Southern-groups of "wicked men"; as

a quarrel between two rival regions; as a contest over types of government;
as an outgrowth of the "irrepressible conflict" between freedom and slavery;
as a basically economic contest; and so forth.s Each of these explanations of the
Civil-War "as a so-and-so" attributes special or overriding causal significance

to factors of some special type and accordingly presupposes suitabie nomic
connections in support of those assumptions.e

Dray explicitly acknowledges that "explanation-by-concept may some-

ti.mes in fact subsume the explicandum under law,"ro but hoids that this is not
generally the case. Specifically, he takes issue with an earlier statement of mine
that "what is sometimes, misleadingly, called an explanation by means of a

certain concept is, in ernpirical science, actually an explanation in terms of
uniuersal hypotheses containing that concept."tt Agrinrt this view, Dray argues

as follows: "Presumably the law which lurks in the background when some-

thing is explained 'as a revolution' is one which would contain the concept

in its apodosis.... But to explain, say, what happened in France in1789.'as
a revolution' would surely not be equivalent to bringing it under any law of
the form, '-Whenever Cr, Cr,.,., C, then a revolution'."12 But my earlier
remark does not limit an explanation-by-concept to one general hypothesis,

nor does it limit the explanatory hypotheses to the type envisaged by Dray.
It applies as well, for exampie, to the explanation of certain complaints "as

symptoms of the measles," which rests on general hypotheses to the effect that
if a person suffers from the measles, then he will exhibit symptoms of such a

kind; here, the explanatory concept is referred to in the protasis rather than
in the apodosis.

Or consider what might loosely be called "explaining the glow of a falling
meteorite as a case of intense heat generated by friction." Here severallaws are

involved, among them two to the effect that a body moving through air

8. On these different interpretations see, for example, Beale (1946).

9. The problem of weighting causal factors according to their relative importance in a

historical explanation is lucidly dealt with in Nagel (1961), pp. 582-88.

10. Dray (1959), p. 405, italics the author's.
11. Hempel (1942), footnote 3, italics in the original. Homans has recently stressed

the same point in reference to sociology. He holds that much of modern sociological theory
fails to explain anything, partly because "much of it consists of systctlls of categories, or
pigeonholes, into which the theorist fits diferent aspects of social behavior. . . . but this in
itselfis not enough to give it explanatory power. . . . The science also needs a set of general

propositions about the relations between the categories, for without such propositions
explanation is impossible." Homans (1961), p. 10.

12. Dray (1959), p.404.
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encorlnters friction and that friction generates heat; so that the explanatory
concepts might bc said to figure partly in the protasis, partly in the apodosis
of the corresponding general laws.

Dray's own example is stated so sketchily that it is difiicult to appraise thc
explanation s.pposedly achieved. A statement characterizing what happened
in France in 1789 as a revolrtion would seern to provide a very vague de-
scription rather than any explanation of those events. So,me explanatory import
might be claiurcd if the concept of revolution were understood in a restricted
technical sense implying perhaps a seqllence of characteristic stages in the

Process, or certain characteristic changcs in the structure of political power, or
thc like; then some of the particular cvents o{t789 ruight be shown to conform
to the patterns implicd by the given concept of revolution ancl might thus bc
rcgarded as partly explaincd by it. But in this case, the explanation would
evidently bc achieved by reference to the implied unifomrities.

In su,, then, an explanatory ,se of concepts mrst always rely o, corres-
ponding gcneral hypotheses.

9. DISPOSITIONAL EXPLANATION

Anothcr kind of explanation that has been held to defy a covering-law
analysis invokes in a charactcristic manner certain dispositional properties of
the obiccts or agents whose "behavior" is to be accounted for; I will refer to this
procedr.rrc as clispositional explanation.

Thc familiar method of explaining hnman decisions and actions in remrs
of p.rposes, beliefs, character traits, and the likc is basically of this kind; for
to ascribe to an agcnt such motivating factors is to assign to him certain ruore
or lcss complcx dispositional charactcristics: this has been argued in detail by
Ryic1, whosc ideas havc had great influcnce on thc discussion of the s,bject.
Explauations by motivating reasons will be examined in some detail in
scction 10. In the Prescllt section wc will considcr the logical stnlcrrlrc of some
dispositional explanations in physics and compare it with that of explanarions
by covcring laws.

co,sider first an example discussed by Ryle. when a window pane shatrers
upon being stmck by a srone, the breaking of the glass can be ca*sally explained,
according to Ryle, by pointing out thar a srone hit it; but we often seek an
cxplanation in a diffcrcnt scnsc: "-w'c ask why the glass shivered when struck
by the stone and wc gct the answer that it was because the glass was brittle."2

See cspecially ltylc (1949).

Rylc (1949), p. 88.
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Here the explanatio' is achiwcd, ,ot by specifying an independent event"which stood to the fracure of the glass 
"r'.".rr. to eFect,,,a but by attributing

to the glass a cerrai, dispositionar property, brittreness. To ascribe ,hi, p.op.rry
to a particrlar window pane is, at least by implication, to assert a geucrar hy-
pothesis, roughly to the efi-ect that if at any time the pane is sharpri struck by
any physical body, or is sharply twistcd by any 

"g.,rt, 
it wifl fly i,'to fragments.

Rut while thus being general in charactcr, a dispositional state,rent nevertheless
also ,renrions a partic.lar i,dividual, such as the window p"rr.. i, ,lii, ,".p..r,
dispositional statc,renrs^ diffcr from general raws, whi.h nyr. 

-.orrt.r., 
.,

making ,o .renrion of i,divid.ars ai all. To indicate their rcsemblance to
gcneral laws and also their difference from rhem, Rylc calls dispositio,al state_
nrcnts "larv-likc."a

It should bc noted, however, that ,either of the two kircls of explanation
hcrc disti.g.ished by Ryle is srfiicicnt by itself ro acco.nr fo. ,h. gJ.,, .rr.,r,.
Thc rcport that the pa.c was st*ck by a stone explai.s its bei'g f;rok.r, orryi' conj,.ctio, with thc additio,al i,fo,,ation that the p"rr. *1, brittre: it isi, virtue of the general hypothesis impried by this cliqpositional attrib'tion
that being hit by the srone becom., , ."*. rather than an acciclcntal antececlent
in regard to the breaking 9f the pane. Si,rirarly, the clispositio.rrr ,t.,.,rr",rt
ca, explain the breaking of tire glass only whcn iak.r, in _nl.rrr.tio,'_ith the
report that the glass was sharply struck; ancl indeed, 

", 
*. ,"r*, Ryie himself

describes the dispositiona-l state,ellr as explaining "why the giass shiierccl when
str,ck by the srone," and not sirnply why thc grass shivered]Thus either of the
two explanations here distinguished is i,co,rplete and req.ircs .orrrfr.rrr.rt.-

3. Ibid.

4' Fordctails,secRyle(9a9),pp.43-44,89,120-25.Strictlyspcaking,thei,tencledclis_
ti,ction betwecn lew-Lke scntc,ces ard gcneral rf,ws cannot be satislctorily explicatedin tcmrs of whcthcr onot thc scrltcnccs in qucstion "nrention particular thirrg, or pJ.rorr,,,
as Rylc (/trr- tit , p ' 123) ptlts it ; for explicit nrention of an individual can bc cir"cunrvented byrcphrasiltu For cxaluplc, thc eencral senrcncc 'All placcs .n the s.rfacc of thc carth within
100 nrilcs of the North porc arc cord'would.,,,rrr, 

", 
law-likc bccausc it,rcntions thc North,)olc' Yct it ca, bc rcphrased as 'Alr porar praccs rrc colcr', wherc 'p.lar, is uscd as ,yroryrro.,,

with 'lyilrg on the surfice of thc carth within 100 rnilcs of thc North l)ole,; and unicr t,c con_tcrllPlatcd critcriolr, thc rcphrasal would haveto bc cotrntccl rs a gcncral lrrw bccanseit cloes,ot,lc,tior) (i.c., it docs not co.tain a clcsig.ation of) any partciutr. p"rror,-pir.., o,thi'e' For r fullcr dis*rssi., .f the issuc y'. Hcr,pcl a,d oppcnhcir, 119+s), ,".,i1, o 
"ra(ltlodr,att (1955), cspeciallychaptcrs 1 rncl 3. Notc, inciclc,tally, thrt Goodnre, .scs thc tcr,r'hwlikc'in a sc,sc quitc diffcrc,t fronr Rylc's, nancly, t. rcfcr t. sc,tcnccs Savins.ll tlr" al.r"._rctcristics of e Ltw, cxccpr fi;r possibly beinq ftlsc (tor. tlt., p.27). To woid r lcngthy di_{rcssi.,, wc wiil hcrc f.rcq. a, attc,lpt to orrcr a morc adcquate cxplicetion of th"'irrpu._tar)t disti.ctio, rrradc by Rylc, a.d wilr consicrcr the idca as irrruiiirely rr*.r.,r,rr'I.r.for our prescnt prlrposes.
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tion by the other. Jointly, they provide an adequate accorlnr, which might
be schematically forrnulated as follows:

(Cr) The pane was sharply struck by a stone at rirne f,
(rJ For any time r it is the case that if the pane is sharply strrlck at r,

(9.1) then it breaks at I

(E,) The pane broke at tl

This accornt is a deductive-nomological explanation except for invoking
a law-like statement instead of a cornpletely general law. In this latter respccr,
the argu,rent is i, good company: Galiieo's and Kepler's laws, for .*rrrpl",
surely are used for explanatory purposes; and yet the for'rer, when fully
stated, specifies that its formttla applies to free fall near the surface of the earth,
and it thus mentions an individual object; while Kepler's laws, as originally
conceivcd, refer to the motions of the planets of one particular objeit, the
Sun. To be sure, these laws have since been snbsumed under the Newtonian
laws of ,rotion and of gravitation, which are of cornpletely general fo,,.
A si,rilar step is possible in the example of the broken window, where the
statenent 'the pane was brittle' rnay be replaced in the explanatory arglunenr
by a completely general hypothesis, 'A11 glass is brittle (unde, srandard con-
ditions)', and the singular statement 'The pane was rnade of glass (and was
under standard conditions)'.

However, currently available theories do not enable us to perform this sort
of subsrmption ,nder strictly general laws or theoretical principles for all law-
like statenlents, and especially for all statements ascribing psychological dis-
positions to individuals. Bnt one other step can always be taken even in these
cases: insread of putting the explanatory dispositional statement into the form
of a generalization rnentioning a particular individual in the manner of l,
in (9'1), we can express it by two separate statelrlents: a singular one, asserting
that the given individuai has the clispositional property in question, say, D;
and a completely general one characrerizing the disposition D. in the case of
(9.1), this would arnorlnt to replacing thc se'renceL, by thc followi,g two:

(CJ The panc was brittlc at timc tr.
(Lr) Any brittle object, if sharply struck ar any tir1e, breaks at that tirne.
It might be objected that the only gcneral starement which occurs in the

resulting modification of (9.1), namcly rr, does not have the character of an
empirical law abott brittle objects, bnt rathcr that of a dtjuitiort of brittleless;
and that accordingly, the explanatory force of thc argrlrnent contirues to
rcside in the attribution of brittlcness to a particular pane, and thus in the law-
like statement l, rathcr than in a gencral law about ,11 lrrit,l. objects.
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This objection carries some wcight when a dispositional characteristic repre-
sentsjust one kind of law-like behavior, sr-rch perhaps as breaking undcr specified

inrpact. But a dispositional characteristic, say M, of the kind invokcd for
explanatory prlrposes can usually manifest itself in a variety of symprolnaric
ways, depending on the circumstances.s For exarnple, magnetization of an

iron bar can rnanifest itself by thc fact that iron filings will cling to its cnds;

but also by the fact that one of its ends will attract the north pole, the othcr
one the sorlth pole of a compass needle; and no less by the fact that if thc bar
is brokcn in two, each of the parts will display tire two kinds of disposition just
described for thc whole bar. Many of the "sympto111 statemcnts" thus char-
acterizirtg some pcculiar way in which M nray manifest itsclf might bc regarded

ai exprcssing cithcr a necessary or a sr.rfticicnt condition for thc prcscncc of M,
and M itsclf might be referred to as a broadly dispositional charactcristic. To
such characteristics thc objection at hand docs not apply, as I will now try to
show.

Symptom sentences expressing nccessary conditions for M might takc the

following form:
(9.2a) If an object or individual r has thc propcrty M, then under tcst conditions,

or stimulus conditions, of kind Sr, r will rcgularly respond in nranncr
Rr; under conditions Sr, in manner Rr; and so on.

Synlptonl sentellces expressing sufiicient conditions for Mmight correspond-
ingly take the form:
(9.2b) If x is in conditions of kind 51, thcn if r responds in manner Rl, x has thc

propcrty M; if x is in S2, thcn if x responds in manncr R2, r has the

property M; ard so on.6

Each symptonl sentence of either typc lr1ay be rcgarded as expressing

apartial criterion of application for the tentt'M'.
The co[strual of symptorll statenlcllts as expressing strictly tleccssary or

strictly sufiicicnt conditions for M is an ovcrsimplification in many cases. For
exauple, in medical synlptom statelrlcllts and in thc formulation of partial
critcria for character traits, bcliefs, dcsires, etc., thc colu1cctiol1 bctwccn

5. That thc attribution of a disposition usnally iurplies nrlly liypothctical proposi-
tions hls bccr strcsscd by Ryle (19a9), pp. 43-44. Earlicr, a nruch fuller fornral study ofthc
logic of such brordly dispositional colrcepts hrd becn carricd out by Cernap iu his cssey

"Testability anc{ Meaning" (1936-37), csp. Part 2, which spccificrlly providcd for thc possi-

bility ofintroducing r scicntific term by rncans ofa sct ofrcduction scntcnccs, cach ofwhich
is a synrpt<;nr sclltcnce in.rttr sense. For r rlorc rcccnt discussion, which shcds furthcr lis|t
on thc issucs hcrc considercd, sce also Carnep (195(r).

(r. Thc tu.o typcs of symptolll sentcnces, or partial critcrie of epplicrtion, hcrc considcrcd
correspond t() the two basic types of "reduction scntenccs" in Camap's study (193(r-37);

sec cspccially scction 8, "Rcduction Scntcnces."
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M and its syrllptorxatic manifestations will often have to be conceived as

probabilistic in character. In this case, the sy1nptol11 sentences might take the
following statistical forms, which are counrerparrs to (9.2a) and (9.2b) above:
(9.3a) For objects or individuals thar have the property M and are under resr

condidons of kind S, (Sr,...), the statistical probabiliry of responding
in manner R, (Rr, . . .) ir ,, (rr, . . .).

(9.3b) For objects or individuals that are under test conditions of kind 51

(S', . . .) and respond in manner R'(R,, . . .), the statistical probability
of possessing the property M rs r' (t", . . .).

For the sake of full conceutrarion on the basic issues presently r.rnder dis-
cnssion, howevcr, we r,vill limit our attention, for the time being, to broadly
dispositional traits M charactcrizcd by non-probabilistic synlptonl scntences of
the fornrs (9.2a) and (9.2b).

Let U be the set of all symptotll senrcnces for M. This sct evidcntly implies
a sentencc, expressible in terms of 'Rr','Sr','R ,' i Sr' , .. . , 'Rr','5r',';12','g2', . . .

to the effect that any.r satisfying solrle olre of thc sufljcicut conditions {or M as

spccificd in Ualso satisfies any onc ofthc nccessary conditions for M asspccificd
in U.7 As will be shown presently, rhis staremcnt nomrally has thc character
of a general empirical law: and if the syurptom starenlcllts for M thus jointly
havc e,rpirical implications, they clearly cannot all bc claimcd to hold true
simply by dcfmitional fiat.8

To illustrate by reference to an earlier example: one of the nccessary condi-
tions for an iron bar being nlagnetic might be:
(9.aa) if an iron bar x is luagneric then if iron filings are placed close to r

(condition S,), the filings will cling to its ends (rcsponse Rr).
Aud onc of tire sufticient corlclitiolls rnight be:

(9.4b) If au irou bar r is in the vicinity of a colrlpass necdle (condition 51)

then if one of its cnds attracts the north polc of the necdlc and repels

the south poie, whereas the other end shows the opposirc bchavior
(response R1), thcn x is magnctic (has property M).

But jointly, thcse two synlptonr scntcnccs iurply thc general statcnlcllt that
any irou bar which satisfics the compass nccdlc condition also satisfics the iron
filings condition: and this surcly is not a dcfinitional trrlth, bur a sratcmcnt that
has thc charactcr of au cnrpirical law.

Thus, as a rulc, thc sct Uof sympto1l1 statelltcnts for a broadly dispositional

7. This statcruclrt is cquivalcnt to what Camrp calls thc "rcprcscntativc scntcnce" of the
set U of rcduction scl)tclrccs lor M; ktr it "rcprcsctrts, so to spcak, thc lacturl contcnt" of U.
See Carnap (1936-37), pp. 451.

ti. This point is lucidly arsucd and illustratcd, by rcfcrcncc to thc brordly dispositiural
corrccpt r.lfe pcrson l,arrlilg I ccrtaiu statc ofaffairs, in llrurdt:rnd Kinr (1963), pp.428-29-
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term has empirical consequences. But then it would be quite arbitrary to

constnle some of thosc symptonr statcnlents as analytic-definitional and to

assign to othcrs the status of cmpirical laws.s For this would an1olu1t to dccrccing

that the fomrer wcre not liable to modification if enrpirical cvidence should
be fotind to conflict with thc laws implied by the set U; but in cmpirical
science no statenlents other than logical and matheuratical truths can be re-

garded as enjoying.such unqualified imrnunity. Accordiugly, the total set of
sy111pton1 statenlents is morc appropriately regarded as part of the system of
general laws governing the conccpt in question.

Suppose, now, that in order to cxplain why a given particular object or
individual i behaved in a certain nlanner, say Rr, it is pointed out that I was in
a situation of kind Sr, and that i has a broadly dispositional property M whose

prcsence is characterized by the disposition to respond to S, in manner Rl, to 52

in rnanner R2, to 53 in manuer Rr, and so on. This explanatory argrlnrerlt nlay
then be schematizcd as follows:

(Cr) i was in a situation of kind 53

(C) i has the property M
(9.5) (t) Any x with the property M will, in a situation of kind Ss, behave

in manner R,

(E) I behaved in uranncr R,

This account is clearly of deductive-nomological form; for the general

statement L, as we have jtrst noted, has to be accorded the status of an empirical
law rather than that of a "mere definition."

But the preceding accorlnt of "dispositional explanation" calls for some

further qualification. What has bcen said so far might snggest, for example,

that to ascribe to an iron bar the "broadly dispositional property" of being

magnetic is tantamount to attributing to it a set of simple dispositions, each

of them characterized, in the sense reflected by our synlptorll staternents, by
the association of some specific kind of manifest "response" with certain

manifest "stimulus conditions." This would be too simple aconception, however.

For the general physical statelnents pertaining to the property of being nlagnetic

include, besides such symptonl statcments, also certain general laws which
represent no dispositional tendencics, and which are no less characteristic of
the concept of being nlagnetic than are the pertincnt synlptolx statements.

Among them is the law that a rnoving rllagrletic field will produce an electric

field, which implies that in a closed wire loop ncar a moving nlagnet an elcctric

current u'ill be induccd, which in turn implics a general statement concerning

9. On this point, see also pp. 113-115 in this volume.
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the response made by an ammeter which is put into a closed wire loop near
a moving nagnet. This last statement may be regarded as a further symptom
statement for the property of being magnetic, but it should be noted that the
symptonl here specified is associated with the property of being magnetic by
virtue of theoretical principles connccting the given characteristic with other
theoretical concepts, sr-rch as that of electric and magnetic fields and their
interrelations. Thus, when a concept like that of a magnet functions in a theory,
then, in applying it to some parriclllar objec, we are not simply attributing to
this object a set, however extensivc, of dispositions to display certain kinds of
observable response under given, observable stimulus conditions: the assignnrent
also has various theoretical implications, including the attribr.rtion of other
"broadly dispositional" characteristics.

These observations concerning the theoretical aspects of broadly dispo-
sitional concepts also will be found relevanr to an analysis of the explanatory role
of motivating reasons, which forms the subject of the next section.

10. THE CONCEPT OF RATIONALITY AND THE LOGIC OF
EXPLANATION BY REASONS

i0.1 Two Asprcrs oF THE CoNcrpr op RarroNaury. In the present section,
I propose to cxamine tire logic of the familiar method of accounting for
iltman decisions and actions in terms of motivating reasons-a rnethod widely
hcld to be entircly difrcrc,t fro,r the explanatory procedures of the natural
scieuces and to defy analysis by means of the covering-law models.

In an explanation by rl1orivati11g reasons the idea of rationality usually
plays an important role; and I will therefore begin with some remarks on this
corlcept. To qualify a given action as rarional is ro prit forward an empirical
hypotlrcsis and a criticnl approisal. The hvpothesis is to the effect that the action
was done for certain reasorls, that it can be cxplaincd as having been motivated
by them. Thc reasons will include the ends that the agenr presrlnlably sought to
attaiu, and the belicfs he presumably entertained concerning the availability,
propriety, and probable effectiveness of altemativc lneans of attaining those
ends. The critical appraisal implicd by the attribution of rationality is to the
effect that, judged in the light of the agent's beliefs, the acrion he decided upon
constitrlted a rcasortablc or appropriatr: choice of means for achicving his end.
These two aspects of the concept of rational action wiil now be examined in
tLlrn.

10.2 RarroNAr,rry AS a NonuarrvE--CRrrrcAt CoNclpr. The clarification of
the critical, or nornlative, idea ofrational action calls for the staternent ofclear
criteria of rationality which might provide us with standards for appraising
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the rationality of particular actions, and which might thus also guide us in
making rational dccisions.

Rationality in this sense is obviously a rclativc concept. Whethcr a given

acrion-or the decision to pcrform it-is rational rvill dcpend on thc objcctives

the action is mcant to achicvc and on thc reicvant cmpirical infomration
available at the time of the dccision. Broadlv spcaking, an actioll will qualify if,
on thc givcn information, it offcrs optimal prospects of achicving its objcctives.

Let ns now considcr nrorc closcly thc kcy conccpts invokcd in this character-

ization: thc conccpts of thc infornration basis and of thc objectivcs of an action,

and finally that of rationality rclative to a givcn basis and givcn objcctivcs.

If we arc to choosc a rational coursc of action in pursuit of given cnds, we will
havc to take into accorlnt ali availablc informatiou conceruing stlch nrattcrs

as thc particr.rlar circumstances in which thc actiorl is to bc takcn; thc different

mcans by which, in thcse circuurstauccs, thc givcn ends might be attaincd; and

the side-cffccts and aftcrcffccts that may bc expected from the usc of diffcrent
availablc 1rlcar1s.

The total empirical infomration available for a given dccision may be

tlrought olas reprcscntcd by a sct of scutenccs, which I wiii call tltc itrforrtrntiott-

basis of thc decision or of thc correspouding actiou. This coustrual of thc cm-
pirical basis for a dccision takcs accorlllt of an obvious but importallt point:
to judge thc rationality of a decisiou, we have to cousider, not what empirical
facts-particLrlar facts as wcll as gcucral laws-arc actually relevant to the

success or failurc of thc action dccidcd upon, but what informatiou conceming

such facts is availablc to the dccision-tnakcr. Indccd, a dccision may clearly

qualify as ratiorral cvcll thorlgh it is bascd on inconrplcte or falsc cmpirical
assrlnlptiolls. For cxanrplc, the historian, pr:cciscly in ordcr to prescrlt al1 action

by a historical {igurc as ratiorlai, will oftcn havc to assumc-and may wcll be

ablc to show on indcpendcnt groLrnc{s-that thc agcllt was incomplctcly in-
formcd, or that hc cntcrtaincd falsc bclicfs conccrning rclevant empirical

111attCrS.

But while thc information basis of a rational action thus nccd uot be truc,

should thcrc not at lcast bc goocl rcasorls for bclicving it truc: Should not the

basis satisfy a rcquircnrcnt of adcquatc cvidcutial support? Sonre writcrs do

considcr this a ucccssary condition of rational actiorl, and this vicw is indccd

quitc plausiblc. For cxanrplc, as olle of its rcccnt aclvocatcs, Qucntin Gibson,

points out: "If sonrconc wcrc, carcfully and dclibcratcly, to walk round a

laddcr bccausc hc bclicvcd, without cvidcncc, that r,valking undcr it would
bring him bad luck, wc would 11ot hcsitatc to say that hc actcd irrationally."1

1. Gibson (1900), p.43. Chaptcrs 4 and 14 of Gibson's u'ork inclnde nreny illuninating
observations on the qucstious cxrurincd in this scction.
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No doubt we often understand radonality in this restricted sense. But if we
wish to construct a concept of rational actioll that ruight later prove useful in
explaining certain types of huruan behavior, then it seems preferable not to
imposc on it a requirement of evidential srlpport; for in order to explain an

action in ternrs of the agcnt's reasons, we need to know what the agent believed,

but rlot rleccssarily on what grounds. For cxanrple, an explanation of the behavior
of Gibson's laclder-shunner in ternrs of urotivating rcasons would have to
invoke the man's sr.rperstitioris beliefs, brlt not necessarily the grounds on which
he holds them; and the ruan nray wcll be said to bc acting quite reasonably,

sivcn his bclicfs.

From the inforruation basis of a decision I now trinl to its objectives. In
very simple cascs, ar1 action might be construed as intcnded to bring about a

particular state of affairs, which I will call the end state. But even in such simple
cascs, sorl1e of the courses of action which, according to the information basis,

are availablc and arc likcly to bring aborrt the end state, may nevertheless be

ruled out bccause thcy violate certain gcueral constraining principles, such as

moral or legal norms, contractual commitments, social collvclltions, the rules

of the game being playcd, or the like. Accordingly, the contemplated action
will be aimed at achieving thc end state without such violation. What I will
callits total objcctiua may then bc characterizedby a sctE of sentences describing
the intcnded end statc, in conjunction with a set N of constraining norms.

Again, as in the case of thc empirical basis, I will not impose the requirement
that there must bc "good rcasons" for adopting the given ends and norms:
ratiorality of an action will be understood in a strictly relative sense, as its

suitability, judgcd by thc given information, for achieving the spccified objec-
tivc.

How can such suitability be defined: For decision situations of the simple
kind just contcrnplatcd, a characterization can readily be given: if the inform-
ation basis contains gcncral laws by virtue of which certain of the available

actiorls would be bound to achieve the total objective, then, clearly, any one of
those actions will count as rational in the given context. If the inforrnation basis

does not singlc out any available action as a snfiicient rneans for attaining the

objective, it may yet assign a numerical probability of success to each of the

differcnt available actions; in this case, any action will count as rational whose
probability ofsuccess is not exceeded by that ofany available alternative.

For many problems of rational decision, however, the available information,
the objectives, and the criteria of rationality cannot be construed in this simple
n1anl1er. Our construal bccomcs inappiicable, in particular, when thc objcctive

of a proposed action does not consist in attaining a specified end sate. This is

qnitc frequcntly thc case, as we will now sce.
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To begin with, even when a particrllar end state is airned at, the available

information will often indicate that there are several alternative ways of defin-
itely or probably attaining it, each attended by a different set of side-effects

and aftereffects which are not part of it. Some of these anticipated incidental
consequences will bc rcgarded as lnore or less clesirable, others as undesirable.

In a theoretical model of such decision situations the total goal must accordingly
be indicated, not simply by describing the desired end state, but by specifying
the relative desirabiiity of the diffcreut total outcollles that may result from the

available corlrses of action.

In the mathenlatical thcory of decision-making, various models of rational
choice have been constructed in which those desirabilities are assumed to be speci-

fied in numerical ternls, as the so-called utilities of the different total orltcomes.

The case in which the given information basis also specifies the 'probabil-

itiesz of the different orltcorlles is called decisiort urdcr risl<. For this case, one

criterion of radonality has gained wide acceptance, namely that of maximizirtg

expected utility. The expected utility which, on the given information, is

associated with a contemplated corlrse of action is determined by multiplying,
for each possible outco111e of the action, its probability with its utility, and

adding the.products. An action, or the decision to perforrn it, then qualifies

as rationalif its expected utilityis maximal in the sense of not being exceeded

by the expected utility of any alternative action.

Another decision problem which has been the subject of mathernatical

sttrdy, and which is of considerable philosophic interest, is that of decisiorr

urder wtcertainty. Here it is assumed that the given information basis indicates

the different available coLrrses of action and specifies for each a set of rnutually
exclusive andjointly exhaustive possible orltcornes, without, however, assigning

probabilities to thern;3 finally, each of the possible orltconles is assumecl to have

2. The probabilities and utilities here referred to are subject to certain mathenatical re-
quirellents which camrot be discussed in thc context of the prcsent paper. The classical

statenlent is given in von Nenrnann and Morgenstern (1947) ; Iucid prcscntetions ofthc require-
ments, and ofthe reasons undcrlying them, will be found in Luce and Raiffa (1957), chaps.

1-4 and in Barunol (1961), chaps. 17 and 18. Aurons thc qrrcstions passcd ovcr hcrc is thc very
important one of how the concept ofthe probability of outconrcs should bc understood in
the context ofdecision thcory. For a largc class ofprobleurs thc fanriliar statistical construal
ofprobability as a long-rtur relativc frequcncy will bc practic:rlly sufficicrrt, rnd thc cnrrent
mathenratical thcory ofgrnres rnd dccisions docs rcly on it to;r lrrgc c\tcut. Altcrnrtivc con-
ceptions havc bccn proposecl, how'evcr, Arnong thcnr arc Crrrnrp's conccpt of indnctive
or logical probability (rf Carnrp (1950), (1962)) arrd thc couccpt ofpcrsonal probability (rf
Slvage (1954), espccially chaps. 3 and 4).

3. Strictly spcakiug, this situation canrlot arisc on ;r theory of inductivc logic, such as

Carnap's, according to which the givcn enrpirical infr>rnration, whrtcvcr it rlay be, always

:rj5:rrXr1"O",,e 
logical probability to each of the statcurcnts describing orrc of thc possible
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been assigned a utility. By way of illustration, sllPPose that you are offered as a

present the metal ball that you will obtain by one single drawing rnade, at

your option, from one of two L1rns. You are given the infornration that the

metal balls are of the same size; that the first ttrn contains platinum balls and

lead balls in an unspecified proportion; and the second urn, gold and silver

balls in "an unspecified proportion. Suppose that the utilities you assign to

platinum, gold, silver, and lead are in the ratio of 1000:100:10:1. From which

urn is it rational to draw; Several quite differcnt cri(eria ofrational choice under

uncertainty have been set forth in recent decision thcory. Perhaps thc best-

known of thern is the maxintirt nlc; it directs us to maximize the minimttrn

utility, i.e,, to choose an action whosc worst possible otltcollle is at least as good

as the worst possible outcollle of any aitcrnative. In our example, this calls

for a drawing from the second ttrn; for at worst, it will give you a silver ball,

whereas the worst outcomc of a drawing fron the first nrn would give you a

lead ball. This mle clearly represents a policy of extreme catltion, refecting

the pessimistic maxitn: act on the asstlltlption that the worst possible outcome

will restrlt fronr your actioll.

An alternative policy, expressed by the so-called nmxinmx rtt/c, reflects the

optimistic expectation that our action will lead to the best possible olrtcorne;

it directs us to choose a course of action whose best possible orltcollle is at

least as good as the best possible otltcome of any alternative action oPel1 to us.

In our example, the proper decision under this rule would be to draw frorn the

first urn; for at best this will give us a platinum ball, whereas a drawing from the

second urn can at best yield a gold ball.

Variotts interesting alternative rules have been proposed for the case of
decision under uncertainty, but for ottr pllrposes it is not necessary to consider

thern here.a

The mathematical models here briefy characterized do not offer us tnnch

help for a rational soltttion of the grave and complex decision problems that

confront us in our daily affairs. For in these cases, we are usually far from having

the data required by our models: we often have no clear idea of the available

coLrrses of action, nor can we specify the possible outcones, let alone their

probabilities and utilities. In contexts, however, where such information is

available, mathernatical decision theory has been applied quite successfully

even to rather complicated problems, for exatuple, in industrial quality control

and some phases of strategic plaruring.
But whatever their practical promise, these models contribute, I think, to

the analytic clarification of the concept of rational action. In particular, they

4. Accounts of those rules can be found, for example, in Luce and Raifh (1957), chap.

13 and in Baumol, chap. 19.
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throw into reiicf the cornplex, multiply relative, character of this concept; and

they show that some of the characterizations of rational action which have been

put forward in the philosophical litcratrlre are of a deceptive neatness and sim-
plicity. For example, Gibson, in his careful and illuminating study, remarks:
"there may be various altcrnativc ways of achicving an cnd. To act rationally. . .

is to select what on the evidence is the best way of achieving it";5 and he refers

to "air elcmentary logical point-namely, that, given ccrtain evidence, there

can only be onc corrcct solution to thc proble111 as to thc bcst way of achieving

a given end."6 Gibson offers no criterion for what collstitrltcs the best solution;
brlt surciy, what hc asserts hcrc is not an elemcntary logicai point, and indeed
it is not true. For, first, even whcn thc dccision situation is of a kind for which
one de{inite criterion of rational choicc may bc asstrmcd to bc available ancl

agrecd upon-for examplc, the principle of maximizing expected Lrtilities-
then that criterion may qualify scvcral diffcrcnt corlrscs of action as cqually
rational. Sccondly, and more importantly, tircrc arc various kinds of dccision,

such as decision undcr uncertainty, for which there is not cvcn agrecmcnt on a

criterion of rationality, whcre maximin opposes maximax and both are

opposcd bv various altcrnativc nrlcs.

It is important to bear in mind that the diffcrcnt compcting critcria of ration-
ality do not reflect difrcrenccs in thc evaluation of the varions ends r,vhich, on

the given information, arc attainablc: all thc compcting mlcs herc rcferred to
presrlppose that the utilities of thosc cnds have becn antcccdcntly Iixed. Rather,

the different decision rules or criteria of rationality reflect diffcrcnt inductive
attitrldes, and in sonre cases, as we saw, different degrccs of optirnism or pessi-

mism as to what to expcct of the world, and correspondingiy differcnt degrees

of boldness or carltio11 in the choice of a course of action.
The divcrsity of conficting rules proposed for dccision turder rurcertairlty

suggests the question whether it might not be possible to specify some unique

sense of rationaiity which is independcnt of such diffcrcnccs of outlook, and

which can be shown to be more adequatc than thc collccptions of rationality
rcflected by thc conlpetillg criteria we have rllcntioned. Thc prospccts of
specifying such a sensc are dim indeed, and this again is indicated by somc

results of rnathematical decision theory. Specifically, it is possible to foriuulate
a set ofgeneral desiderata, or conditions ofadcquacy, for any proposcd dccision
rule, and to show that though each ofthe dcsidcrata appcars pcrfcctly rcasonablc

and, so to spcak, "essential" to rational choicc, ncvcrthcless (i) cvcry dccision

rule that has bcen proposed in the literature violatcs orle or nrorc of thc dcsi-
derata, and, indced (ii) dcspite their intuitive plausibility, tirc dcsiderata arc

5. Gibson (1960), p. i(r0, italics thc artthor's.

6. Gibson (1960), p.162.
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logically incornpatible.T This result certainly rnnst serve as a warning against
the assumption that the idea of rationality, or of the best way to acr in a given
situation, is reasonably clear, and that the formulation of criteria which make
the notion explicit is a basically trivial, though perhaps tedious, explicatory
task.

The considerations here outlined concernir..,g the critical or normarive
notion of rationality have important implications for the explanatory use of
the idea of rational action, as we will now see.

10.3 Rarroxar,rry AS aN ExpraNarony Coucrpr. Hnman actiolls are often
explained in temrs of motivating reasons. The prcceding considerations srlggesr
that a full statenlent of those reasons will have to indicate the agent's objectives
as well as his beliefs about the mcans available to him and their probable con-
sequences. And the explanation will aim at showing that thc action was to be
expected in view of those objectives and beliefs. Such explanatory accounts
rest therefore, as Peters has put it, on the "concealed assumption" that "nten
are rational in that they will take means which lead to ends if they have the
information and want the ends."s Here, rhen, the concept of rationality is used
in an explanatory hypothesis. Let rls now examine the logic of such explanations.

10.3.1 Dray's Cortccpt of Rational Explanatiort. As our point of departure ler us

choose Dray's stimulating and suggestivc study of such explanations and
partictilarlyof their role in historical inquirye-astudywhich lcd himtoconclude
that "the cxplanation of individual human bchavior as it is usually given in
history has fcaturcs which make the covcring law model pcculiarly inept."ro
Dray rcfers to thc kind of cxplanation hcrc rcfcrrcd to, namely, explanation
by rnotivating rcaso11s, as ratiotral cxplartatiort bccausc, as he says, it "displays
thc ratiorrale of what was done" by offcring "a rcconstruction of the agent's
calurlatiort of means to bc adopted toward his choscn end in the light of the
circumstances in which he found himself. To cxplain the action we need to
know what considerations convinccd him that irc should act as he dic1."11

But Dray attributcs to rational explanation a furthcr characteristic, which
clearly assigus an essential rolc to the evaluative or critical concept ofrationality.
According to him, thc "goal of such cxplanation is to show that what was done
was the thing to havc donc for the reasons givcn, rathcr than rnerely the thing

7. For dcteils scc Lnce and Reiffa (1957), chap. 13, espccielly sections 3 and 4.
8. I)ctcrs (19513), p 4, italics supplicd. For anothcr statcrDent concerning the explanatory

end prcdictivc usc of thc rssrrnrption of rationality, ,f Gibson (1960), p. 164.
9. Scc cspccirlly l)ray (i957), chap. 5 end Dray (1963).
10. I)rry (1957), p. 118.

11. Dray (1957), pp. L24 and 122, italics the author's.
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that is done t,n such occasions, perhaps in accordance with certain 1aws."12

Hence, "Reported reasons, if they are to be explanatory in the rational way,

must be good reasons at least in the sense that f the situation had been as the

agent eru.isaged it. . . then what was done would have been the thing to have

done."13 To show that the agent had good reasons for his action, a rational

explanation must therefore invoke, not a general empirical law, but a"principle

of action," which expresses "a judgment of the form: ''When in a situation of
type Cr. . . C, the thing to do is x'."1a Thus, such explanations contain "an

element of appraisal of what was done."15 And it is precisely in this reliance

on a principle of action expressing a standard of appropriateness or rationality

that Dray sees the essential difference between rational explanations and those

accounts which explain a phenomenon by subsuming it under covering general

laws that describe certain uniformities but do not appraise.

Dray does not further specify the character of the "situations" referred to

in his principles of action; but in order to do justice to his intent, those situa-

tions musr surely be taken to include such items as (i) the end the agent sought

to attain, (ii) the agent's belieG concerning the empirical circumstances in

which he had to act and concerning the means available to him for the attainment

of his objective, (iii) moral, religious, or other norms to which the agent was

committed. For only when these iterns are specified does it make sense to raise

the question of the appropriateness of what the agent did in the given situation.

It seems fair, then, to say that according to Dray's concePtion, a rational

explanation answers a question of the form'why did agentA do Xl' by offering

an explanans of the following type (instead of Dray's 'q . . . C,', we write
'C' for short, bearing in mind that the situation thus referred to may be very

complex):
A was in a situation oi tyPe C

In a situation of type C the appropriate thing to do is X
But this constrrlal of rational explanation Presupposes a criterion of ration-

ality which, for the given kind of sitnation, singles ollt one particular course

of action as the thtngto do: and as we saw earlier this presupposition is highly

questionable.

More importantly however, even if such a criterion were available, an

account of the form here considered cannot possibly explain why A did X.

For according to the requirement of adequacy set forth in section 2.4 of thrs

essay, any adequate answer to the qttestion why a given event occllrred will

72. Drry (957), p. t24.
13. Dray (1957), p.126, italics the author's.

74. Dray (1957), p.132, italics the author's.

15. Dray (1957), p. 124, italics the author's.
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have to provide information which, if accepted as true, would afford good
grounds for believing that the event did occur. Now, the information that
agert A was in a situation of kind c and that in such a situation the rational
thing to do is r, affords grounds for believing that it would haue been rational

for A to do x, brt no gro,nds for believing that A did in fact do x.16 To justi$,
this latter belief, we clearly need a further explanatory assumption, namely
that-at least at the time in question--4 was a rational agent and thus was
disposed to do whatever was rational under the circumstances.

But when this assumption is added, the answer to the question 'why did
A do xi takes on the following form:

A was in a situation of type C
A was a rational agent

(Schema R) In a situation of type C, any rational agent will do r
Therefore, A did x

This schema of rational explanation differs in two respects from what I
take to be Dray's construal: first, the assumption that A was a rational agent
is explicitly added; and second, the evaluative or appraising principle of action,
which specifies the thing to do in situation c, is replaced by an empirical
generalization stating how rational agents will act in situations of that kind.
Thus, Dray's construal fails just at the point where it purporrs to exhibit a
logical difference between explanations by reference to orrd..lyirrg reasons and
explanations by subsumption under general laws, for in order to ensure the
explanatory efficacy of a rational explanation, we found it necessary to replace
Dray's normative principle of action by a statement that has the character of a
general law. But this restores the covering-law form to the explanatory account.

That the appraising function which Dray considers essential for rational
explanation has no explanatory import is shown also by\th| consideration:
Doubts concerning a given explanation i', terms of a lsfecified 

rationale
could not significantly be expressed in the form 'was X actually the thing to
do under the circumstances?', but they might well take the form ,Was 1
actually inclined to regard X as the thing tJ do;'. Accordingly, it would be
irrelevant to argue, in defense of a proposed explanation, thit' X was indeed
(by some theoretical standard of rationality) "the thing to do," whereas it
would be distinctly relevanr to show thrt A was generally disposed to do X
under circumsrances of the specified kind. And the .*pl"n"tory import of this

16. The same objection has been raised, in effect, by passmore, in the following com-
ment on Dray's conception: ". . . explanation by reference to a 'principle ofaction' or a'good
reason' is not, by itself, explanation at all- . . . For a reason may be a 'good reason'-in the
sense of being a principle to which one could appeal in justification of one's action-without
having in fact the slightest influence on us." passmore (195g), p. 275, italics the author's.
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latter information would be completely independent of whether the contem-

plated action did or did not conform to the explai11s1'5-61 the questioner's-
standards of rationality.

In thus disagreeing with Dray's analysis of rational explanation, I do not
wish to deny that an explanatory account in terms of motivating reasons may

well have evaluative overtones: what I maintain is only that whether a critical

appraisal is included in, or suggested by, a given account, is irrelevant to its
explanatory force; and that an appraisal alone, by means of what Dray calls

a principle of action, cannot explain at all why A did in fact do r.

10.3.2 Explanation by Reasons as Broadly Dispositional. The notion of rational

agent invoked in Schema R above must of course be conceived as a descriptive-

psychological concept governed by objective criteria of application; any

normative or evaluative conxotations it may carry with it are inessential for
its explanatory use. To be sure, normative preconceptions as to how a truly
rational person ought to behave may well influence the choice of descriptive

criteria for a rational agent-just as the construction of tests, and thus the selec-

tion of objective criteria, for intelligence, verbal aPtitude, mathematical

aptitttde, and the like will be influenced by pre-systematic conceptions and

norms. But the descriptive-psychological use of the term 'rational agent' (just

like that of the terms 'IQ', 'verbal aptitude', 'mathematical aptitude', and the

like) must then be governed by the objective empirical rules of application

that have been adopted, irrespective of whether this or that person (e.g., the

proponent of a rational explanation or the Person to whom it is addressed)

happens to regard those objective rules as conformable to his own normative

standards of rationality.
By whatever specific empirical criteria it may be characterized, rationality

in the descriptive-psychological sense is a broadly dispositional trait; to say of
someone that he is a rational agent is to attribute to him, by implication, a

complex bundle of dispositions. Each of these may be thought of as a tendency

to behave-uniformly or with a certain probability-in a characteristic way
under conditions of a given kind, whose full specifications may have to include

information about the agent's objectives and beliefs, about other aspects of
the psychological and biological state he is in, and about his environment. To
explain an action in tbrms of the agent's reasons and his rationality is thus to
present the action as conforming to those general tendencies, or as being a

manifestation of them.l? According as the sentences expressing the tendencies

17. This construal is in basic agreement, of coutse, with the general conception set forth
in Ryle (1949). Fora lucid characterization, in accordancewith Ryie's ideas, of the forceof
explanations referring to an agent's wants,intentions,andplans,seeGardiner(1952),PartIV,
section3; andrf also the expositoryandcriticaldiscussion in Dray (1957), pp. 744and pasim.
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in question are of strictly universal form or of a statistical form such as (9.3a),

or (9.3b), the resulting dispositional explanation will be deductive or inductive-
probabilistic in character. But in any event it will subsume the given particular
case under a general uniformiry. However, this brief general characterization

must now be amplified and must also be qualified in certain points of detail.
To begin with, the dispositions implied by the psychological concept of

rational agent are not simply dispositions to respond to specifiable external

stimuli with certain characteristic modes of overt behavior. They differ in this

respect from at least some of the dispositions implied when we say of a person

that he is allergic to ragweed pollen; for to say this is to imply, among other
things, that he will exhibit the symptoms of a head cold when exposed to the

pollen. 
'When we call someone a rational agent, we assert by implication that

he will behave in characteristic ways if he finds himself in certain kinds of
situation; but such situations cannot be described simply in terms of environ-
mental conditions and external stimuli; for characteristically they include the

agent's objectives and his relevant beliefs. To mark this difference, we might say

that the dispositions implied by attributing rationality to a person are higher-

order-dispositions; for the beliefs and ends-in-view in reponse to which, as it
were, a rational agent acts in a characteristic way are not manifest external

sdmuli but rather, in turn, broadly dispositional features of the agent. Indeed,

to attriblrte to someone a particular belief or end-in-view is to imply that in
certain circumstances he will tend to behave in certain ways which are indicative
or symptomatic of his belief or his end-in-view.

There is yet another reason why we must avoid an overly narrow dispo-

sitional construal of an agent's beliefs, objectives, and rationality; and the

qualified phrase 'broadly dispositionaf is meant to serve as a reminder of this

point as well; a statement attributing to a person certain objectives or beliefs

or the property of being a rational agent, implies, but is not equiualent ro, a set

of other statements attributing to the person certain clusters of dispositions.

To elucidate and support thisview,Iwill first adduce an analogous case from
physics. To say of a body that it is electrica\ charged or that it is rnagnetic is

to attribute to it, by itnplication, bundles of dispositions to respond in character-
istic or symptomatic ways to various resting procedures. But this does not
exhaust what is being asserted; for the concepts of electric charge, magnetization,

and so on are governed by a network of theoretical principles interconnecting

a large number of physical concepts. Conjointly, these theoretical principles
determine an indefinitely large set of empirically testable consequences, among

them various dispositional statements which provide operational criteria for
ascertaining whether a given body is electrically charged, magnetic, and the

like. Thus, the underlying theoretical assumptions contribute essentially to
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what is being asserted by the attribution of those physical properties. Indeed, it
is only in conjunction with such theoretical background assumptions that a

statement attributing an electric charge to a given body implies a set of dis-
positional statements; whereas the whole set of dispositional statements does

not imply the statement about the charge, let alone the theoretical background

principles.
Now, to be sure, the psychological concepts that serve to indicate a person's

beliefs, objectives, moral standards, rationality, and so forth, do not function
in a theoretical network comparable in scope or explicitness to that of electro-
magnetic theory. Nevertheless, we use those psychological concepts in a manner

that clearly presupposes certain similar connections-we might call them

quasi-theoretical connections.l8 For example, we assume that the overt behavior

shown by a person pursuing a ceftain objective will depend on his beliefs; and

conversely. Thus the attribution to Henry of the belief that the streets are

slushy will be taken to imply that he will put on galoshes only on suitable

assumptions about his objectives and indeed about his further beliefs,le such

as that he wants to go out, wants to keep his feet dry, believes that his galoshes

will serve the purpose, is not in too much of a hurry to put them on, and so on.
This plainly reflects the assumptions of many complex interdependencies

among the psychological concepts in question. And it is these assumptions

which determine our expectations as to what behavioral manifestations, in-
cluding overt acrion, a psychological trait will have in a particular case.

To reject the construal ofthose characteristics as simply bundles of behavioral
dispositions is not to conjure up again the ghost in the machine, so deftly and

subtly exorcised by Ryle and earlier-more summarily, but on basically similar
grounds-by the logical behaviorism of Carnap.2o The point is rather that in
order to characterize the psychological features in question, we have to consider

not only their dispositional implications, which provide operational criteria
for attributing certain beliefs, objectives, and the like; we must also take account

of the quasi-theorerical assumptions connecting them. For these, too, govern
the use of those concepts, and they are not logically implied by the sets of dis-

positional statements associated with them.

18. Some plausible quasi-theoretical principles for the concept of an agent having a

certain objective, or "wanting" a certain state of affairs, are set forth by Brandt and Kim
(1963), p. 427, who suggest that the conccpt "wants" rnight helpfully be viewed as a theo-
retical construct. Tohnan (1951) presents, in sonewhat schematic and programmatic outline,
a psychological modei theory of action which includes among its "intervening variables"
the "Belief-Value Matrix" as well as the "Need System" of the agent, but which also, quite
rightly, considers the external conditions in which the action takes place.

19. On this point, d. Chisholm (1962), pp.513 ff. and especially p. 517.

20. See Ryle (1949); Carnap (1938) and, for a more technical account, Carnap (1936-37).
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1.0.3.3 Epistemic Interdependence of Belief Auributions and Goal Attributions.

The quasi-theoretical connections just referred to give rise to a problem that
requires at least brief consideration. For our purposes it will sufiice to examine

one form of it, which is of fundamental importance to the idea of rational ex-
planation. 'W'hat sorts of dispositions do we attribute to a person by impli-
cation when we assert that he has certain specilied objectives or beliefil The
statement that Henry wants a drink of water implies, among other things, that
Henry is disposed to drink a liquid offered him-provided that he belieues it
to be potable water (and provided that he has no overriding reasons for re-
fusing it). Thus, ascription of an objective here has implications concerning
characteristic oveft behavior only when taken in conjunction with ascriptions

of appropriate beliefs. Similarly, in onr earlier example, the hypothesis that
Henry belieues the streets to be slushy implies the occurrence of characteristic

overt behavior only when taken in conjunction with suitable hypotheses about
Henry's objectiues.

Indeed, it seems that a hypothesis about an agent's objectives generally can

be taken to imply the occurrence of specific overt action oniy when conjoined
with appropriate hypotheses about his beliefs, and uice uersa. Hence, strictly
speaking, an examination of an agent's behavior can serve to test assumptions

about his beliefs or about his objectives, not separately, but only in suitable

pairs. That is, belief attributions and goal attributions arc epistemically inter-

dependent.

This fact does not make it impossible, however, to ascertain a person's

beliefs or his objectives. For often we have good antecedent information about
one of the interpendent items, and then a hypothesis about the other may be

tested by ascertaining how the person acts in certain situations. For example, if
we have good grounds for the assumption that our man is subjectively honest,

that he endeavors to "tell the truth", then his answers to our quesrions may
afford a reliable indication of his beliefs. Conversely, we are often able to test

a hypothesis about a person's objectives by examining his behavior in certain
critical situations because we have good reason to assume that he has certain
relevant beliefs.

But the epistemic interdependence here reGrred to does raise the question
whether an explanation by motivating reasons ever requires the explanatory
assumption that the acting person was, at least at the time in question, a rational
agent. How this question arises can be seen by taking a closer look at the test

criteria for belief attributions and for goal attributions.
Suppose we know an agent's beliefs and wish to test the hypothesis that he

wants to attain goal G. Just what sort of action is implied by this hypothesis l
The criterion used in such cases seems to be roughly this; if ,4 actually wants
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to attain G then he will follow a course of action which, in the light of his
beliefs, offers him the best chance of success. In the parlance of our earlier
discussion, therefore, the test ofour goal attribution appears to presuppose the
assumption that,4 will choose an action that is rational relative to his objectives
and beliefs. This would mean that the way in which we use a person's actions
as evidence in ascertaining his goals has the assumption of rationality built right
into it. An analogous comment applies to the way in which we normally
use the actions of a person whose objectives we know as evidence in ascertaining
his beliefs.2l But this seems to discredit the construal of rational explanation
as involving, in the manner suggested in Schema R, an explanatory hypothesis
to the effect that the person in question was a rational agent. For the consider-
ations just outlined suggesr that this hypothesis is always made true by a tacit
convention implicit in our test crireria for the attribution of motivating ob-
jectives and beliefs to the agent. If this is generally the case, then the assumption
of rationality could not posibly be violated; any apparenr violation would be
taken to show only that our conjectures about the agent's beliefs, or those
about his ob.jectives, or both, were mistaken. And, undeniably, such will in
fact often be our verdict.

But will it always be sol I think there are various kinds of circumstances in
which we might well retain our assumptions about the agent's beliefs and
objectives and abandon instead the assumption of rationality. First of all,
in deciding upon his action, a person may well overlook certain relevant items
of information which he clearly believes to be true and which, if properly
taken into account, would have called for a different colrrse of action. Second,
the agent may overlook certain aspects of the total goal he is seeking to amain,
and may thus decide upon an action that is not rational as judged by his objec-
tives and beliefs. Third, even if the agent were to take into account all aspects

of his total goal as well as all the relevant information at his disposal, and even
ifhe should go through a deliberate "calculation ofmeans to be adopted toward
his chosen end" (to repeat an earlier quotation from Dray), the result may still Ail
to be a rational decision because of some logical flaw in his calculation. clearly
there could be strong evidence, in certain cases, that an agent had fallen short of
rationality in one of the ways here suggested; and indeed, if his decision had
been made under pressure of time or under emotional strain, fatigue, or other
disturbing infuences, such deviations from rationality would be regarded as

quite likely. (This refects another one of the quasi-theoretical connecrions
among the various psychological concepts that play a role in explanations by
reasons or by motives.)

21. Cf., for example, the discussion in Churchman (1961), pp.288-91, which illustrates
this point.
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In sum then, rationality of human actions is not guaranteed by conventions
implicit in the criteria governing the attribution of goals and beliefi to human

lgents; there may be good grounds for ascribing to an agent cerrain goals and
beliefs and yet acknowledging that his action was not rationally c"ll.d for by
those goals and beliefs.

1,0.3.4 Rational Action as an Exytlanatory Model concept. For further clarification
of the role that the assumption ofrationality plays in explanations by morivating
reasons, it may be illuminating to ask whether the concept of rational agent
might not be viewed as an idealized explanatory model comparable to the
explanatory concept of an ideal gas, that is, a gas conforming exactly to Boyle's
and charles's laws. No actual gas strictly satisfies those laws; but there is a wide
range of conditions within which many gases conform very closely to the
account the model gives of the interrelations between temperature, pressure,
and volume. Moreover, there are more general, but less simple laws-such
as van der 'w'aals', clausius', and others-which explain to a large extent the
deviations from the ideal model that are exhibited by actual gases.

Perhaps the concept of a rational agenr can be similarly regarded as an
explanatory model characterized by an "ideal law," to the effect that the agent's
actions are strictly rarional (in the sense of some specific criterion) relative to
his objectives an'-i beliefs. How could this programmaric conception be imple-
mented; How could an explanatory model of rational action be precisely
charucteized, and how could it be applied and testedr

As noted earlier, the concept of rationality is by on means as clear and
unequivocal as is sometimes implied in the literature on rational explanation.
But let us assume that the proposed explanatory use of the concept is limited, to
begin with, to cases of a relatively simple type for which some precise criterion
of rationality can be formulated and incorporated into our model.

Then there is still the question of how to apply the model to particular
instances, how to test whether a given action does in fact conform to the criterion
of rationality the model incorporates. And this raises a perplexing problem.
The problem is notjust the practical one of how to ascertain an agent'; blh.ft *d
actions in a given case, but the conceptual one of what is to be understood by
the beliefs and objectives of an agenr at a given time, and by what logical means
they might be properly characterized. Ler me amplify this briefy.

A person must surely be taken to hold many beliefs of which he is not
conscious at the time, but which could be elicited by various means. Indeed, a
person may be held to believe many things he has never thought of and perhaps
never will think of as long as he lives. If he believes that seven and five are
twelve we would surely take him to believe also that seven speckled hens and
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five more make twelve speckled hens, although he may never consciously
entertain this particular belief. Generally, a man will be taken to believe certain
things that are consequences of other things he believes; but surely he cannot
be taken to believe all those consequences since, to mention but one reason,

his logical perspicacity is limited.
Hence, while in a theoretical model of the normative or critical concept of

rational decision the information basis may be construed as a set of statements
that is closed under an appropriate relation of logical derivability, this assump-
tion cannot be transferred to an explanatory model of rational decision. In
particular, a person may well give his believing assent ro one of apair of logically
equivalent statements but withhold it from the other-although both express

the same proposition. It seems clear, therefore, that the objects of a person's
beliefs cannot be construed to be propositions each of which may be represented
by any one of an infinite set of equivalent statements: in specifying an agent's
beliefs, the mode of its formuladon is essential. (This peculiariry seems closely
akin to what Quine has called the referential opacity of belief sentences.)z2

Presumably, then, in an explanatory model conception of rational action,
the agent's beliefs should be represented by some set of sentences that is
not closed under logical derivability. But what setl For example, should a

person's belief-set be taken to include all sentences to which he could be induced
to assent by pertinent questions and argurnents, no matter how numerous or
complex l Clearly such construal is unwarranted if we are interesred in specifying
a set of beliefs that can be regarded as motivating factors in explaining an action
done by the agent. 'Where the boundary line of the belief-set is to be drawn-
conceptually, not just practically-is a przztng and obscure question.

Similar observations apply to the problem of how to characterize an agenr's
total objectives in a given decision situation.

Consequently, thor.rgh in a normative-critical model of decision, rationality
is always judged by reference ro rhe total information basis and the
total objective specified, it would be self-defeadng to incorporare into an

explanatory model of rational action the principle that a rational agent acts

optimally, as judged by specified criteria, on the basis of his total set of objec-
tives and beliefs: this notion is simply too obscure.

70.3.5 The Model of a Consciously Rational Agent. tt way out seems to be sug-
gested by the observation that many explanations present an acrion as determined

22. CJ. Quine (1960), section 30; and see also se*ions 35,44,45, which deal further with
the problems of a logically adequate construal of belief-attributions. Several of these prob-
lems, and similar ones concerning the construal of goal-attributions, ale searchingly ex-
amined in Scheffer (1963), Part I, section 8.
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by reasons which presumably the agent took conscio,sly into account in
making his decision. Let us say that a pcrson rs a corrsciorrsly ratiorral aqutt (at a
certain tinie) if (at that time) his actions are rational (in the sense of somc
clearly specified criterion) relative to those of his objectives and beliefs which
he consciously takes into account in arriving at his decision.

By way of exploring the potentiai applicability of this model of a consciously
rational agent, iet us consider Bismarck's editing of the so-called Ems telegram,
which played a crucial role in touching offthe rvar between France and Prnssia
in 1870. Political relations between the two nations had been strained by France's
strong opposition to the prospect, which for some tinle seemed iikely, of a
Hohenzollern prince accepting the throne of Spain. Bisr.,arck had hoped that
this issue might provide Prussia with a casus belli against France ; but the prince
resigned his candidacy, and the prospec of a military confict with France
seerned to vanish. At this juncture a French emissary approached King william
of Prussia, who was staying ar rhe spa of Ems, with the reqrlest that the king
rule out resumption of the candidacy for all future times. The king declineJ
this and informed Bismarck of the incident in a telegram in which he indicated
no nrlfled feelings but siilply sought to convey his reasons for refusing the
request. The king explicitly left it to Bismarck to decide whether to publisfi
the content of the telegram. Bismarck seized the opportuniry to edit rhe rext for
publication in a manner calculated to induce France to go to war. The reasons
behind this actionhave been discussed by many writers, including Bismarck him-
se1f.

In his memoirs,2s Bis,rarck states, first of ali, his rcasons for seeki,g war
against France. Among these arc his concern to preservc prussia's natio[al
honor; his belief that otherwisc the resrki,g loss of prcstigc wo.ld gravcly i,-
terfere with the development of a Gemran Rcich undcr Prussian leadcrship;
the expectation that a national war against Frauce would scrvc to bridgc thc
differences between many of thc German nations Bismarck sought to uuitc;
and the information, provided by the chicf of thc Gcncral Stafl that in vicw
of Pnrssia's state of ,rilitary preparcdness no advantage was to bc cxpcctccl
from deferring the outbreak of war. Bismarck concludcs this part of his account
with the words: "Al1 these considcrations, colrscious and unconscious, strcllgth-
ened my opinion that war could be avoided only at thc cost of thc honour of
Prnssia and of thc uational confidencc in it. Undcr this conviction I madc usc of
thc royal a,thorizarion... to publish the contcnts of the tclegram; a,d...
I rcduccd thc tclcgrarn by striking out words, but r,vithor-rt adding or akcring."za

23. Ilismarck(1899),pp gTff.ThctextofthcKing'stclcgranrisquotcdonp.gT,thetof
the editcd vcrsion on pp. 100-101.

24. Bismarck (1899), p. 100.
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The edited version of the Ems telegram created the impression that the

king had treated the French emissary in an insulting manner. [n his memoirs,
Bismarck candidly states his reasons for this choice of means toward his end:
he expected that the edited text wotild "have the effect of a red rag upon the

Gallic bull. Fight we mLlst. . . . Snccess, however, essentially depends upon the

impression which the origination of the war makes upon us and others; it is

important that we shouid be the party attacked, and this Gallic overweening

and touchiness will make us if we announce in the face of Europe . . . that we
fearlessly meet the public threats of France."2s The publication of the edited

text had the effect Bismarck had expected: in Paris it was taken as a national

insult, and the French Cabinet decreed rlobilization.
As for the explanatory force of Bisrnarck's own account or of those given

by various historians, let ns note first that no matter how illuminating a state-

ment of motivating reasons may be, it cannot, and does not pllrport to, shed

light on one very important aspect of Bismarck's action, namely, why the

thought of editing the text occurred to him in the first place. In the context
of our explanation by reasons, the statetnent that it did occtir to him is simply
offered as an explanatory datrlm, as part of the requisite speci{ication of what
courses of action the agent believed were open to him. Thus the explanatory

account we have surveyed can claim at most to answer the question: given
that the possibiiity occnrred to Bismarck, why did he choose that course of
action l

Let us consider now to what extent the expianation here outlined conforms

to the model of a consciously rational action. First of all, it does represent

Bismarck as having arrivcd at his decision as a result of a careful deliberation

concerning the best availablc mcarls toward his end of provoking France into
going to war. The accorlnt indicates further that in the given sitnation, Bismarck

believed several courses of action open to him: publication of an edited version

of the telegrarn; publication of the original tcxt; and no publication at all. In
his estimate the first alternative, and it aione, was likely to have the desired

effect. Hence if the list of motivating considerations is factually correct ancl com-
plete in the sense of omitting none of the possibilities actually contemplatecl

by Bismarck, then the accoullt shows that his action was that of a consciously

rational agent, and that relative to his bclicfs and objectives it was rational in the

sense of one of the simplest criteria nlcntioncd in scction 10.2.

Actually, however, the account is not likely to be strictly conlplete. For

example, Bismarck mrlst have considcrcd, howevcr briefy, some alternative

courses of action-among thcm, diffcrcnt ways of editiug thc tcxt-which arc

25. Bismarck (1899), p. 101.
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uot rncntioncd in iris own statenlent nor in the accounts given by various other
writcrs who have dcalt with the mattcr. The availablc studics suggcst that
Bismarck mav havc fleetingly cntertaincd thc possibility of relcasing thc relevant
informatiou to all Prussian embassics but not to thc press for publicarion. Thus,
there are good reasous to doubt that the available accorlrlts are actually as

complete as would be uecessary to cxhibit Bismarck's actiorl as consciously
rational. In dcfense of thc presrllrlprive ourissiotrs, it ntight bc argued that
greatcr corupleteness would havc becn pcdantic aud gratuitous, for does not
the very fact that Bisnrarck chose to pLrblish an cdited vcrsion sufice to show
that eveu if he should have entertaincd altcrnatives other than those explicitly
n1cl1tioncd, hc dismisscd them as less pronrising; This is indced quite a plausible
way of dcfending the claim that an1o11s ail thc possible actions he considered,
Bismarck chose what in his estinrate was the optimal one; but as far as this
argurnent is rclicd on, thc rationality of Bismarck's decision is safcguarded by
tacitly building it into orlr colrstmal of Bisnrarck's cxpcctations; hc could not
have cxpcctcd nruch of the altemativcs or clsc hc would have actcd clifrercntly.

Tltrs, though itr thc casc of thc Erus tclcgram an unusually large amount of
apparelltly rcliable information on the urotivating rcasolls is available, and
though Bismarck's dccision scc1l1s to have bccn arrivcd at by cool and careful
dcliberation, the rigorous requiremcnts of the modcl of conscior.rsly rational
actiorl arc not conrplctciy satisficd.

Thcrc arc other cases which pcrhaps conlc cven closcr to the "ideal" of thc
modcl. Consider, for exanrple, a conlpctcrlt engineer who sceks an optinlal
solttdon to a problcm of dcsign for which thc rangc of pcrmissible solutions is

clcarly dcliuritcd, thc rclevaur probabilities and utilitics arc prcciselr'specified,
and cvcn the critcrion of rationality to be emplo1'ed (e.g., nra>limization of
cxpccted trtilitics) is explicitlv statcd. Iir this casc, the objecrivcs and beliefs
that clctcmrirlc thc crlginccr's dccision nrav be taken to bc fullr-indicatcd by- thc
spccification of thc problcnr; and bv ap.plr-ing ro the enginecr rhe explanarory
rnodel of a consciolrsly rational agcllr (\\-hose srandard of rationaliry is that
spccificd in the given problcm) \vc call cxplain-or predicr-his arriving ar a

solutiou, or set of solutior.s, r,l,hich is idcnrical *'ith the theoretically optinul
one.

The broadly dispositional propcrty of conscious rationality nced not, and
indecd cannot, be conccived as an enduring trait. A man may be disposed to
act with conscious rationality at some tinres, when psychological and environ-
mcntal conditions arc favourable, yct fail to do so at othcr times, when dis-
trlrbing external circumstances or such factors as fatigue, pain, or preoccu-
pation with other rllatters preverlt strictly rationai deiibcration. But similarly,
a givcn body of gas 1lray bchave "idcally" at certain times, whcn it is at high
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temperature and under low pressrire, yet nonideally at other times, when the
circumstanccs are rcverscd.

Howevcr, whilc for a given body of gas the conditions of near-ideal
behavior can be stated with considerable precision in terms ofjust a few quanti-
tative parameters, the conditions under which a given individual will come very
close to acting with conscions rationality can be indic-'ated only vaguely and
by means of a long, and open-ended, list of items which includes environmental
as well as physiological and psychological factors. Very broadly spcaking, the
explanatory r,odel concepr of conscio,sly rational action will be applicable
in those cases where the decision proble,r the agcnt sceks to solve is clcarly
structured and pemrits of a relatively simple solution, whcre the agent is

sufiicicntly intclligent to find the solution, and where circnmstances pennit
carcful dclibcration frcc from disttirbing influcnccs.2G

Thc idea of a consciously rational agent, with its very limited scope of
application, docs not offcr thc only way in which a model concepr of ratiorul
decision might be prlt to cxplanatory and predictivc rlse. one inrercsting
alternative has bccn put forward in a study by Davidson, Suppes, and Siegel.2z

Thcse investigators prcsent an empirical theory of hu.ran choice which is

modeled on thc matheuratical model of decision undcr risk and incorporates
thc hypothesis that the choices made by iruman subjccts will be rational in the
prccisc scnsc of nraximizing expcctcd utilitics.

As might be anticipated, the rigorously quantitarive character of the theory
has thc pricc of limiting its applicability to decisions of a rather sirnplc type,
which permit of strict expcri,rcntal control. In the a,thors' resr of thc theory,
thc subjects had to makc a serics of decisions each of which called for a choice
bctwcen two optiolls.Eachoptionoffcrcdtheprospect of cithcrgainingaspecificd
small amottut of tuottcy orlosing sonle otherspccificd small amount, depcnding
on the outcolllc of a ccrtain randour cxpcrimcnt, such as rolling a regular die
with pcculiar markings on its faccs. Thc random expcrirncnts, thcir possiblc
outcolllcs, and thc corresponding gains or losscs were carcftrlly dcscribcd to thc
subjcct, who thcu madc his choicc.

The rcsults of this experiurcnt confomrcd quitc wcll to thc hypothesis that
the strbjects would choosc thc option with the grcatcr cxpt'ctcd utility, wherc
thc cxpected utility of an opriolr is computcd or1 thc basis of thcorctically

Postulatccl srrbjcctiuc prdbabilitics and utilitics which thc cliffcrcnt ourcolucs
havc for thc choosing individual. The thcory proposccl by thc authors providcs
an objcctivc, if indircct, lDcthod for thc simultancous and inclcpcndcllr nlcasurc-
mcut of such subjcctivc probabilitics and utilitics ft:r a givcn agcnt. Expcrinrcntal

26. CJ. also the observations in Gibson (1960), pp. 1(15-68, which bcar orr rhis point.
27. Davidson, Suppcs, and Siegel (1957).
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study shows that the subjective probability which a specified olltcome possesses

for a given subject is not, in general, equal to its objective probability, even
though the subject may know the latter; nor are the subjective utilities pro-
portional to the corresponding monetary gains or losses. Indeed, a person
normally will be entirely unaware of the subjective probabilities and utilities
which, on the theory under consideration, the possible oLltcomes possess for him.

Thus, as 6r as the theory is correct, it gives a quite peculiar twisr to the
idea of rational action: though the subjects make their choices in clearly struc-
tured decision situations, with full opportunity for antecedent deliberation
and even calculation, they act rationally (in a preciscly defined quantitative
sense) relative to subjective probabilities and utilities which thcy do nor know,
and which, therefore, they cannot take into accorlnr in their deliberations. They
act rationally in the sense of acting as if they were trying ro maxirnize expected
utilities. Here, then, we seem to have a type of conscious decision which is
noncortsciowsly ratioual with quantitative precision.

70.3.6 The "Rationality" of Nondelibcratiue Actiorrs. Explarrution lty lJnconscious

Motiues. Many purposive actions are taken without prior conscious deliberation,
without any calculation of means to be chosen toward the attainment of an

envisaged end; and yet such actions are often accounted for in terms of moti-
vating reasons. Dray, wiro specifically includes such accounts in the scope of
his analysis, argrles that his conccption of rational explanation is applicable to
any purposive action, on the ground that "in so far as we say an action is pur-
posive at all, no matter at what level of conscious deliberation, there is a cal-
culation which couid bc constructed for it: the one the agent would have gone
through if he had had tiure, if he had not seen what to do in a fash, if he had
bccn callcd rlporl to account for what he did after the evenr, etc. And it is by
cliciting sonr.e such calculation that we explain the action".28

But the explanatory significance of reasons or calculations constructed
in this nranner is certainly puzzling. Ifan agenr arrives at his decision "in a flash"
rather than by deliberation then it scems falsc to say that the dccision can be

accoutrtcd for by some argument which the agent might havc gone through
uudcr more propitious circrurstances, or which he might prodtice later if
callcd upon to accorlnt for his action; for, by hypothesis, no such argriment was
in fact gone through by the agent at the crucial tirne; considerarions ofappro-
priatcncss or ratiollality played no parr in shaping his decision, and an cx-
pianation in tenns of such deliberations or calculations is simply fictitious.

Ncvcrthcless I think Dray has a point in vicwing some nondcliberative

28. Dray (1957), p.123.
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actions as akin to those which are decided upon by careful deliberation. For
"rational explanations" of such actions may be viewed as broadly dispositional
accounts invoking certain behavior patterns which the agent acqrlired by a

learning process whose initial phases did involve conscious reflection and delib-
eration. Consider, for exarnple, the complex set of manerlvers required in
driving a car through heavy trafiic, in using a sewing machine, or in performing
a surgical operation: all these are lcarned by training processes which initially
involve nore or less complex deliberation, but which eventually corne to be

performed automaticaliy, with litde or no conscious rellection, yet often in a

manner that the agent would have chosen if he had given the matter adequate

thought, Accordingly, a particular action of this kind might be explained, not
by a constructed calculation which in fact thc agent did not carry or1t, but by
exhibiting it as a manifestation of a general behavioral disposition which the

agent has lcarned in the manner just suggcsted.2e

The attempt to explain a given action by means of motivating reasons faces

another well-known dificulty: it will frequently result in a rationalization
rather than an explanation, especially when it relies on the reasons adduced by
the agent himself. As G. Watson rer.narks, "Motivation, as presented in the

perspective of history, is often too sir.nple and straightforward, reflecting the

psychology of the Age of Reason. . . . Psychology has conle . . . to recognize

the enormous weight of irrational and intimately personal impulses in conduct.

In history, biography, and in autobiography, especially of public characters,

the tendency is strong to present 'good' reasons instead of'real' reasons."80

Accordingly, as 'Watson goes on to point orrt, it is important, in examining

the motivation of historical figr-rres, to take into account the significance of such

psychological mechanisms as reaction forrnation, "the dialectic dynamic by
which stinginess cloaks itself in generosity, or rabid pacifism arises from the

attempt to repress strong aggrcssive irupulses."31

Increasing awareness that actions may be promptcd to a considerable extent

by motivating factors of which the agent is not conscious has prompted some

historians to place strong emphasis on a more systematic use of the ideas of
psychoanalysis or related depth-psychological theories in thc context of his-

29. Scheffier (1963), pp. 115-16, has suggested in a similar fashion that an interpre-
tation in terms of leamin$ nay illnnrinate sonle types of telcological statements about
human behavior. On this point, sce also the highly rclevant articlc Suppes (1961); and cf.

Gibson (1960), pp. 157-58, whcre a dispositional construal of nondeliberately rational acts

is presented.

30. Watson (1940), p. 36.

31. lbid. For some suggestivc observations from a psychoanalytic point of view on
the notion of "rationalization" in specifying the motives for an action, r,[ F. Alexander
(1e40).
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torical explanation. W. L. Langer's presidential address before the American
Historical Association in 1,957,82 is a forceful statement of and plea for, this

Program.
Similar considerations have led some philosophical writers on motivation

to distinguish, in explanations of a person's action, between "his reasons" for
doing what he did and "the reasons" or "the real reasons" for his action.s
In his illuminating study of historical explanation, Gardiner makes this ob-
servation on the latter notion: "In general, it appears saG to say that by a man's
'real reasons' we mean those reasons he would be prepared to give trnder
circumstances where his conGssion would not entail adverse consequences to
himself An exception to this is the psycho-analyst's usage of the expression
where different criteria are adopted."sa But if Gardiner is right in his character-
ization of what is ordinarily understood by a man's real reasons for acting
the way he did, then surely the historian in search of reasons that will correctly
explain human actions will have to forego reliance on "real reasons" in the

ordinary sense ifpsychological and other investigations show that they do not
yield as adequate an understanding of human actions as does an interpretation
in terms of less familiar conceptions, including perhaps a theory of subconscious

motivation. That such a reorientation is in fact needed has been strongly urged
by Langer: "Viewed in the light of modern depth psychology, the homespun,
commonsense psychological interpretations of past historians, even some of the
greatest, seem woefully inadequate, not to say naive. Clearly the time has come
for us to reckon with a doctrine that strikes so close to the heart of our own
discipline."s5

As for the notion of the "real reasons" for a given action, I would say then,
first, that psychological or historical explanation cannor be bound by the use

ofthat notion in everyday discourse. But secondly, I doubt that the character-
ization which Gardiner suggests in an expressly tentarive fashion does full
justice even to what we mean in ordinary language when we speak of the

real reasons that prornpted a given action. For the idea of subconscious motives
is quite familiar in our time, and we are therefore prepared to say in ordinary
discourse that the reasons given by an agent may not be the "real reasons"

behind his action, even if his sratement is subjectively honest and he has no
grormds to expect adverse conseqrlences. And no matter rvhether an expla-

32. Langer (1958). For observations in a similar vein, see chap. 3 of Hughes (1964) and

Mazlish's Introdnction to the anthology, Mazlish (1963), rvhich includes a number of specific
examples of psychoanalytically inspired interpretarions of historical materials.

33. See, for exauiple, Pcters (1958), pp.3-9 and passin.

34. Gardiner (1952), p.136.
35. Langer (1958), p. 90. Peters (1958), p. 63, explicitly notes rhar an unconscious wish

might constitute "the reason" for a man's action.
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narion of human actions is atternpted in ordinary language or in the technical
terms of some theory, the overriding criterion for whar-if anything-should
coLrnt as a "real," and thus explanatory, reason for a given action is surely
not to be found by exarnining the way in u,'hich the term 'real reason' has thus
far been used, but by investigating what conception of real reasons would
yield the most satisfictory explanation. of human conduct. Ordinary usage
gradualiy changes accordingly.

The logical strllctlrre of explanations in terms of sr-rbconscious motives and
processes is again broadly dispositional in the sense we considered earlier: the
ascription of such motives an1oul1ts to attributing to the agent certain broadly
dispositional characteristics, and the reference to subconscious mechanisms or
to psychodynarnic processes reflects the assumption of laws or theoretical
principles involving those characteristics. To say this is not, however, to imply
that all psychoanalytic interpretarions that have actually been offered meet the
basic requirements for scientifically adequate dispositional explanations. In
fact, the empirical or operarional criteria of application for psychoanalytic
concepts, and the theoretical principles in which these concepts function, are
often not nearly as clear as is desirable in the interest of objective applicability
and testabiliry.3o Bur it should not be forgotten that in this respect common-
sense motivational explanations, too, often leave much to be desired, and fur-
thermore, that efforts are being made to prlt psychoanalytic and sinrilar con-
ceptions into a rnethodologically nlore satisfactory form.

t0.3.7 A Note on causal Aspects of Dispositional Explanatiors. It is often held
that explanations in ternrs of motivating reasons, learned skills, personality
traits, and the like, being dispositionai in character, are for this reason noncausal.
But this thesis seems to me misleading. For, first of all, as is shown by schernata
(9.1) and (9.5), a dispositional explanation invokes, in addition to the appro-
priate dispositional property M, also the presence of circurnstances, say S, in
which the property M will manifest itself by the symptom-say, behavior of
the kind R-whose occrlrrence is to be explained. For example, the attribution
of venality to an agent will explain his having committed treason only in
conjunction with suitable further assunlptiolls, such as that he was offered a

large bribe, which in virt e of his venal prope,sity lcd to the act in quesrion.
Here the offer of a bribe, i, anaiogy ro thc i'rpact of the stone in (9.1), rnay
be said, in everyday parlance, to have caused the explanandurn event. Dispo-
sitional cxplanations of this kind, thercforc, cannot be said to be noncausal.

36. On this point, see, for exanrple, the critique prescnted in Nagel (1959); and rl also
the critiquc and thc dcfcnsc of psychoanalytic conccptions in various other essays ilcluded
in Hook (1959).
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To be sure, possession of the dispositional property M would not ordinarily
count as a cause: but then, the possession of M alone does not explain the given
event.

Thus when Gardiner remarks that an explanation of the form 'x did y
because he wanted z' does not refer to a causal relation between two events,37

he is right in the sense that the statement 'x wanted z' does not describe an

event, but ascribes to x a broadly dispositional prop..ty. But a because-sentence

of the specified form surely affords an explanation only on the further assump-

tion that x was in circumstances in which, at least by his lights, doing y could
be expected to lead to z; and when supplemented by this further statement, the
account takes on the form (9.5), which cannot be said to be noncausal. Gardiner's
insistence that "motivational explanations . . . are not causal at all"38 may
serve a good purpose in cautioning-as ir is intended to do-against the con-
ception of motives as ghostly causes of overt behavior, and against the notion
that "in history we have to do with a world of 'mental agencies', mysteriously
lying behind the world of physical bodies and actions, separate frorn it and yet
controlling it"'3s but it runs the risk of obscuring the close similarities here

noted between motivational explanations and certain other accounts generally
considered as causal.ao

11. CONCLUDING REMARKS

At the beginning of this essay we contrasted reason-seeking and explanation-
seeking why-questions. The former solicit grounds that will make empirical

37. Gardiner (1952), p. Da.
38. Gardiner (1952), pp. 133-34. Cf. also Ryle's view that "to explain an action as done

from a specified motive or inclination is not to describe the action as the effect of a speci-

6ed cause. Motives are not happenings and are not thereforeofthe right typeto be causes-"

(eae, p.113).
39. Gardincr (1952), p. 51.
40. In this context, see also the suggestive discussion ofdispositions, reasons, and causes in

Dray (7957), pp. 150-55. In contrast to the view that "only events and processes can be causes"

(p.151), Dray holds that a dispositional characteristic "is a type of'standing condition';
and standing conditions, as well as precipitating ones, can be causes." (p.152). The thesis that
explanation by reasons is "a species ofordinary causal explanation" is interestingly argued,
on rather diFcrent grounds than those hcrc prescnted, in Davidson (1963), where also a nurnber
of further objections are examined. It should also be borne in mind that the everyday concep-
tion ofcausal explanation is rathcr narrow and vrgue and that at least in physics it has bcen

replaced by the norc general and precise conccption of an explanation by means of a dcter-
ministic theory. It is illustrated by the case, considered in section 2, of the Newtonian theory
ofmotion and ofgravitation: given the "state" ofa closcd system ofpoint lrrasses at sorne tin.-e,

the theory determines thc state ofthc system at any other tiure and thus permits the expla-
nation ofa particular state of thc syste[r by refcrence to an eerlier one. The terms of thc causal

relation consist here, not in evcnts, but in nomentlry stotes of the systeln, as reprcsented
by the masses, positions, aud vclocitics ofthe constitucnt particlcs at thc uroment in question.
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statements credible; the latter solicit information that will explain empirical

facts and thus render them intelligible. O:or main concern has been to exarnine

the ways in which science answers why-questions of the lafter tyPe and to
characterize the kind of understanding it thereby affords.

'We noted that scientific explanation is not aimed at creating a sense of
famlliarity with the explanandum; "rednction to the familiar" is at best an

incidental aspect of it. The understanding it conveys lies rather in the insight

that the explanandum fits into, or can be subsumed under, a system of uni-
formities represented by empirical laws or theoretical principles. Depending

on the logical character of the uniformities, such subsumption will be deductive

or inductive in a sense which our two basic rnodels are intended to make

explicit.
I would like to stress here once more that there are profound logical differ-

ences between those two mocles of explanation. Not that in a statistical accoLlnt

the explanandum sentence is qualified by a modal clause such as 'probably'

or 'almost certainly'; the explanandum is a nonmodal sentellce in probabilistic
no less than in deductive-nomological explanation and prediction. But in
inductive-statistical explanation in contrast to its deductive coLlnterpart, the

explanans makes the explanandr-rm only more or less probable and does not
imply it with deductive certainty. Another difference, which so far does not
seem to have received attention, lies in what I called the epistemic relativity
of probabilistic explanation, i.e., the fact that we can signi{icantly speak of a

probabilistic explanation, even a potential one, only relative to some class K
of staternents representing a particular knowledge situation. The concept of
deductive-nomological explanation requires no such relativization.

The explanatory role of presurnptive laws and theoreticai principles was

illustrated and made explicit by an analysis of various kinds of explanation

offered in different ficlds of empirical scicnce. That sr-rrvey does not claim

completeness; it could have been expanded by examining the explanatory use

of typological concepts and theories, of functional analysis, of psychoanalytic
ideas, and so forth.I

The central theme of this essay has been, briefy, that all scientific expla-
nation involves, cxplicitly or by implication, a subsumption of its subject matter
under general regularities; that it seeks to provide a systematic understanding
of empirical phcnomena by showing that they fit into a nomic nexus. This
construal, which has bccn sct fortir in dctail in thc prcccding scctions, docs

1. The first two of these lurthcr topics are dcalt with in two othcr essays in this volunre:
"Typological Mcthods in the Natural and thc Social Scienccs" and "The Logic of Fturc-
tional Analysis." An interesting and useful collection of cxplanatory accorurts from physics,

biology, psychology, and history is ofered in Kahl (1963).
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not claim sirnply to be descriptive of the explanations actually offered in
empirical science; for-to mention but one reason-there is no sufficiently
clear generally accepted understanding as to what counts as a scientific ex-
planation. The construal hcre set forth is, rather, in the nature of an explicatiort,

which is intended to repiace a familiar but vague and arnbiguous notion by a

nrore precisely characterized and systernatically fruitful and illuminating one.

Actually, our explicatory analysis has not even led to a fLrll de{inition of a

precise "explicatum"-concept of scienti{ic explanation; it purports only to
make explicit sone especially important aspects of such a concept.z

Like any other explication, the constrrlal here put forward has to be justified
by appropriate argllments. In our case, these have to show that the proposed
constnlal does justice to such accounts as are generally agreed to be instances

of scientific explanation, and that it affords a basis for a systematically fruitful
logical and methodological analysis of the explanatory procedures used in
empirical science. It is hoped that the argulnents presented in this essay have

achieved drat objective.
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